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Aims and Scope
The purpose of this journal is to provide an open forum to publish high quality research papers in the areas of
informatics and related fields to promote the exchange of research ideas, experiences and results.
Informatics is the systematic study of Information and the application of research methods to study Information
systems and services. It deals primarily with human aspects of information, such as its qu ality and value as a
resource. Informatics also referred to as Information science, studies t he structure, algorithms, behavior, and
interactions of natural and a rtificial systems that store, process, access and communicate information. It also
develops its own conceptual and theoretical foundations and utilizes foundations developed in other fields. The
advent of computers, its ubiquity and ease to use has led to th e study of info rmatics that has computational,
cognitive and social aspects, including study of the social impact of information technologies.
The characteristic of informatics' context is amalgamation of technologies. For creating an informatics product,
it is necessary to integrate many technologies, such as mathematics, linguistics, engineering and other emerging
new fields.
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Abstract - With the spread of the IoT, a variety of sensor
data have been widely used, such as the image data of surveillance cameras and so on. And, such a system operations are
spreading, in which the image data is saved in the database directly. Here, the relational database management system has
a problem about the efficiency to manipulate the enormous
unstructured data such as images. So, it is spreading that
the system manipulating such a data is implemented by using the NoSQL databases such as the MongoDB with GridFS
interface. However, as for the enterprise system, since the
ACID properties of the transaction cannot be maintained in
MongoDB, there has been the problem about its application
to such a system. On the other hand, in our previous study,
we had implemented the transaction feature for MongoDB to
maintain all the ACID properties. Therefore, it is expected
that MongoDB can be applied to such a system by using this
transaction feature. That is, the advantage of MongoDB can
also be used in the enterprise systems. In this paper, we show
the application case of MongoDB to the production management system, which is a kind of enterprise system; also, we
show the image management for the stocktaking as the case
of the efficiency improvement by using MongoDB.
Keywords: database, transaction processing, ACID properties, MongoDB, GridFS, production management system

1 INTRODUCTION
With the spread of the IoT, networking sensors are collecting various types of data including the semi-structured and
unstructured data such as images, audio and videos（hereinafter, “image and video”) [5], [8], [13]. Since these data
is stored into the database and shared, it has become necessary that the database management systems adopt the feature
called 3V, that is, Volume (huge amount), Velocity (speed)
and Variety (wide diversity) [11]. Here, the relational database
management systems (RDBMS) was designed for handling
structured data, so it has limitations when it comes to manage the enormous and numerous unstructured data like files
[19]. Thus, the various database management systems called
NoSQL database, which is different from the conventional
RDBMS, have been proposed and put to practical use [20].
MongoDB is a kind of NoSQL database and equips GridFS
interface [1], by which various types of enormous data are
stored efficiently by dividing into units called chunk, and it
has been proposed and evaluated to apply to the abovementioned fields [19], [26].
By the way, our laboratory is supporting the introduction of
the production management system for the actual company.
At its factory, the products are manufactured by the ordermade, and their parts are replenished in lot unit only when

they are insufficient. However, since the type of parts are so
many in this factory, their accurate inventories often cannot
be grasped. As a result, it has become the factor causing the
shortage of the parts.
For this problem, we converted the idea from the inventory management by counting the actual quantity. That is,
the human vision can grasp the approximate number of the
actual inventory efficiently. So, we conceived that if the necessary inventory quantity is designated, the worker can find
that the inventory is insufficient by looking at the inventory
shelf. And, MongoDB can be applied to treat the image and
video data that is the evidence of his judgment. Here, in this
production management system, it is also necessary to manage the theoretical inventory, which is the quantity of the parts
inventory managed in the system. So, in the case of moving
10 parts from the parts shelf to the assembly field, 10 is subtract from the former collections (corresponding the table in
RDBMS) of the database; the same number is added to the
latter collections. And, to maintain the consistency, these two
data operations must be performed as a single transaction.
However, as for MongoDB, the ACID properties are maintained only in the case of updating a single data. So, in the
case of updating the plural data, the data is updated one after
another, and finally they become to be updated. That is, there
is the anomaly in the midst of this updating, such as one data
has been updated and another has not been updated; and, it
can be queried by the other transactions. So, we could not
find the application case of GridFS interface of MongoDB to
the enterprise systems, though it provides the useful feature
for the enormous data manipulations.
On the other hand, as for this problem, we showed the
method of transaction feature for MongoDB for the centralized database environment [10]. By this method, all the ACID
properties, which is consist of the atomicity, isolation, consistency, and durability, can be maintained throughout in each
transaction. Moreover, this production management system
can be built with the centralized database environment.
Therefore, we decided to apply MongoDB equipping this
transaction feature to this production management system,
and implemented its prototype. As a result, we confirmed
that MongoDB could be applied to the enterprise system by
using our transaction feature. Moreover, we confirmed the
image and video data management by using MongoDB could
improve the efficiency of inventory management works.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows our transaction feature and the problem of the
target production management system. And, we show the
application method of MongoDB to the enterprise system in
Section 3. Section 4 shows the implementation of this method
and its evaluation results. We discuss on the results in Section
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5, and Section 6 concludes this paper.
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2 RELATED WORKS AND PROBLEMS
2.1 Transaction Feature for MongoDB
MongoDB is a document-oriented NoSQL database, and
its data is stored as a document of the JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format as shown in Fig. 1 [14], [25]. Its document is composed of the fields, and {“ id”: Id1 } expresses
the field having the identifier “ id ” and value “Id1”. Here,
“ id” indicates the ObjectID that corresponds to the primary
key of the relational databases. In Fig. 1, the other fields of
the document are “name” and “address”. Here, field “name”
has a nested structure, which is composed of field “first” name
and “last” name. Since MongoDB has such a structure, it is
not necessary to define the scheme of the database beforehand like RDBMS. That is, the fields of each document can
be added or removed at any time. Incidentally, the set of documents composes the collection, and each of them corresponds
respectively to the records and table in the relational database
although not strictly. Thus, each collection can have documents of various structures.
In addition, similar to SQL of the RDBMS, CRUD (Create,
Read, Update, Delete) data manipulation is provided. However, since its transaction feature is based on the eventual consistency of the BASE properties [3], [18], the ACID properties
can be maintained as for only the single document. Therefore, there is the problem that the ACID properties of transactions cannot be maintained in the case of updating multiple
documents simultaneously. Incidentally, the ACID properties
are defined as the following 4 properties: Atomicity means
the transaction updates completely or not at all; Consistency
means the consistency of database is maintained after it is updated; Isolation means each transaction is executed without
effect on the other transactions executing concurrently; Durability means the update results survive the failure [7].
For example, in the case of the bank account transfer from
account A to account B, the total amount of the both accounts
does not change. However, as shown in (a) of Fig. 2, since
the ACID properties are not maintained on the entire updating
in MongoDB, there is the problem of the anomaly. That is,
the halfway state during the updating is queried by the other
transactions: one data has been already updated; another data
has not been updated yet. In this case, when the account A
was updated, the anomaly that the sum of the query result
was reduced to 2,000 temporarily happened. Also, since the
rollback must be executed by the compensation transaction in
the case of failure [22], it has been shown that the isolation on
these documents cannot be maintained by this method [12].
That is, the isolation cannot be maintained in the both cases
of the commit and rollback. On the other hand, in the case
where the same procedure was performed in the RDBMS, this
halfway state can be concealed until the commit as shown in
(b) of Fig. 2.
Furthermore, as for SQL of the RDBMS, the isolation levels of the transactions are defined. That is, corresponding with
the business requirement, the suitable isolation level can be
selected: in the case where it is needs the efficient execution,

Figure 1: An example of MongoDB document.
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Figure 2: Problem of transaction processing in MongoDB
or the strict concurrency control [7]. So, we had implemented
and evaluated the method to perform each transaction with
the designated isolation level in MongoDB in the previous
study, as well as the RDBMS as shown in Table 1. As a result, we confirmed the following: the isolation levels of Table
1 were achieved, and the query transaction performance at
READ UNCOMMITTED is same as MongoDB [10].
We show the overview of this method below. First, it performs the lock operation during the access to the document as
well as the RDBMS as shown in Table 1. In Table 1, “2PL”
shows the two phase locking protocol [7]. Incidentally, in this
method, to prevent the cascade abort of the transaction, the
rigorous 2PL is adopted as well as the RDBMS. That is, the
lock is held until the commit or rollback.
Second, as shown in Fig. 3, the document of the Data collection saves the business data into two fields, “Data before
update” and “Data after update”. While the document is not
being updated, the business data is saved in the former; and,
there is not the field of the latter. On the contrary, while the
document is being updated, the business data of two state is
saved: the state of before update is saved in the former; and,
the state of after update is saved in the latter. In addition, it
has the fields to save the information of the transactions locking it: for each of the shared lock and the exclusive lock. And,
in order to manage the transactions that are locking the document of Data collection, we implemented TP (transaction
processing management) collection. And, its document saves
the corresponding transaction state: before or after the commit. Also, it saves the isolation level of the transaction.
For the case of Fig. 2, we show the procedure to query the
document of Data collection while it is being updated with
the isolation level READ COMMITTED or REPEATABLE
READ. If the bank account transfer from the account A to acTable 1: Locking protocol of each isolation level
Isolation level
READ UNCOMMITTED
READ COMMITTED
REPEATABLE READ

Exclusive lock
2PL
2PL
2PL

Shared lock
(none)
While query
2PL
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Figure 3: Transaction processing method for MongoDB
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On the other hand, the Velocity (speed) of the 3V feature,
that is, high efficiency for the query of the NoSQL databases
is generally required. So, we performed the comparative evaluation on the query processing between this method and MongoDB. As for the former, the query transaction was performed
with the isolation level READ UNCOMMITTED, in which
the query was performed efficiently without the shared lock
as shown in Table 1. As for the latter, we used “findOne”
method, which was the standard query method of MongoDB.
As a result, we found that the performance of the both are
almost the same as shown in Fig. 4 [10].
Here, it has been shown that if all the transactions are performed with any of the isolation level shown in Table 1, then
any transaction can be performed with the designated transaction level [7]. In other words, by using this method, the
usual query transactions can be performed efficiently with the
isolation level READ UNCOMMITTED as in the conventional data manipulation of MongoDB; only the query and
update transactions, which need the strict data manipulations
as shown in Fig. 2, can be performed with the isolation level
READ COMMITTED or REPEATABLE READ.

Figure 4: Comparative evaluation with findOne of MongoDB

2.2 Enormous Data Manipulation Feature in
Databases

count B shown in (a) of Fig. 2 is executed by this method,
then both of the data before and after update are retained.
And, the data before update is queried until the commit of
the transaction; the data after update is queried after the commit. Therefore, in (a), both update results of the account A
and B are not queried until the commit; both update results
are queried only after the commit. That is, the query results
are similar to the RDBMS shown in (b). Thus, the halfway
state during the updating is concealed from the other transactions, and the transaction processing maintaining the isolation
can be provided.
Similarly, other properties of the ACID propertied can be
also maintained by this method. Basically, as for the update
of individual document, the ACID properties are maintained
by the transaction feature of MongoDB itself. And, as for
the atomicity, the data before update is saved in “Data before
update” field. Therefore, when the failure occurs while updating plural data, the rollback of all the documents can be
performed by deleting their “Data after update” fields. As
a result, since the rollback can be performed without using
the compensation transactions, the isolation property can be
maintained. Incidentally, though the compensation transactions is usually used for the rollback in MongoDB [22], it
cannot maintain the isolation. On the contrary, in the case
where this update completes normally, their commit can be
performed by changing “Data after update” to “Data before
update”. Then, the former is deleted. As for the consistency,
it also can be maintained by this rollback when the consistency is not maintained during updating plural documents.
As for the durability in the event of a crash, it is provided
by the original transaction feature of MongoDB, which uses
write ahead logging to an on-disk journal [16]. And, since
this method uses this transaction feature, the durability can be
maintained in this method, too.

As for the enormous data manipulation, the RDBMS has
some problem: there is the limitation of the data size, and it
must be read sequentially. We show this in detail as follows.
As for the relational databases, there had been the request
to treat the various type of enormous data including the image
and video. So, in SQL:1999, known as SQL3, the data type
LOB (LARGE OBJECT) have been defined. It is composed
of the data type CLOB (CHARACTER LARGE OBJECT)
and BLOB (BINARY LARGE OBJECT): the former treats
the character strings; the latter treats the binary data including
the image, video and so on [6]. However, it has been shown:
since RDBMS was designed for handling structured data, it
has limitation to manage the enormous unstructured data [26],
[19]. That is, the enormous unstructured data in binary-based
column increases the demand for hardware resources, and the
distributed systems to reduce this problem tend to be rigid
and hard to administrator. And, it has been shown that using RDBMS for managing the enormous unstructured data is
inefficient, because it is due to the architecture for the concurrency control by using locking, logging and so on [27], [28].
In addition, for example, MySQL (MySQL 5.7) also supports the BLOB type, and the data up to 4GB can be stored.
However, as for the BLOB type, some restrictions have been
shown [17]. For example, VARBINARY type is recommended
in the case of the small size of data (up to 64KB); the column
of BLOB type should be separated to another table for the
sake of query processing. And, the data size transferred between the server and client, or among the servers, is limited
up to 1GB. So, in the case of using the replication feature, the
data size must be up to 1GB; in the case of storing the data of
more than 1GB to the database, the data must be divided and
stored sequentially. Furthermore, even in the case of querying
a portion of the enormous BLOB type data, it is necessary to
read sequentially from the beginning.
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Figure 5: Composition of MRP system
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Besides this, several methods are provided to save the unstructured enormous data such as images and videos. For example, Sears et al. showed that the file system has the clear
advantage in the case where the data amount was so large
[21]. However, in the case where the business system is constructed by the file system, it is pointed out that there are problems: they lack the efficient mechanism for data integration,
security, backup and recovery, and so on; the configuration of
application software becomes complicated [26], [23].
On the other hand, as for MongoDB, GridFS interface was
prescribed, which is the convention to store the enormous
data, and the official drivers support this [14]. In this convention, the enormous document is divided into chunks as a
separated document. By using the GridFS, the data which size
exceeds the file system of the OS can be manipulated, and the
replication is also supported. In addition, as for even the binary data, a portion of the data can be queried. Because of
this advantage, MongoDB has been proposed and evaluated
in several systems dealing with enormous unstructured data
such as images and videos: medical images for health care
system, documents for e-learning system and so on [26], [19].

Figure 6: Product manufacturing process

2.3 Target Production Management Business
Our laboratory has been supporting the production management system of a manufacturing company: the implementation, introduction and support of the system operations. Previously, we had introduced the MRP (Material Requirement
Planning) system to automate the calculation of the quantity
and cost of the parts, which is necessary to assemble the ordered products. We show the over view of the MRP system
in Fig. 5. In this case, 2 parts Y is used for product A; 3
for Product B. So, in the case of order 1, which is composed
of 10 products A and 20 products B, 80 parts Y is necessary.
The cost of the parts, which calculated by this system, is used
as the master data of the system in conjunction with the order
company by EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) [9].
Now, we have been asked to introduce the inventory management system. The inventory control is the important function of the production management, and it aims to maintain
the inventory quantity at the proper levels. In other words, the
inventory levels of all the parts should be controlled such that
the following can be achieved: the quantities of each parts are
always more than the safety inventory, by which some problems can be dealt with to prevent the parts shortage; on the
other hand, there should not be too much excess inventory,
which causes the increase of the production cost. Here, this
company manufactures the products by the order made, and
the parts are replenished in lot unit only when they are short.
We show the inventory and flow of parts i in the factory

in Fig. 6. Unused parts are kept in “Parts shelf”, then they
are delivered to “Assembly field” by “Parts delivery” to manufacture the products. And the finished products are shipped
for each order. Here, Ii is the inventory quantity, which is
indicated by the dashed box. And, Si is the safety inventory quantity included in it. Similarly, Ai1 is the already
assigned inventory quantity to the other ordered products in
“Parts shelf”; Ai2 is the one in “Assembly field”, that is, the
parts are in process. When the factory receives the new order,
the necessary parts quantity Ri is calculated by the MRP system. Then, insufficient quantity Pi is replenished in lot unit.
Pi and the assigned total quantity Ai are expressed as follows.
Pi = Ri − Ii + Ai + Si
Ai = Ai1 + Ai2

(1)
(2)

For example, in the case of Fig. 5, as for parts Y , if RY is 80,
IY is 50, AY is 30 and SY is 10, then the production quantity
PY becomes 70. In the factory, replenishment is done in lot
units as above-mentioned. So, there is often surplus, and Pi =
0 in this case.
Here, it is necessary to grasp the accurate inventory quantity to determine Pi . However, it is not easy in the actual
factory. The types of the parts are several hundreds, and the
parts shelf are dispersed in various places of the factory to
adapt to the individual work process. Figure 7 shows the parts
shelf examples as for the long parts and small parts. The long
parts have to be counted from a particular direction. And, the
small parts are stored in containers. So, it is necessary to take
out them in order to count the exact quantities. In this way, it
takes time to move among the parts shelf and to investigate the
quantities. Actually, it was estimated to take a few man-days
for the stocktaking of all the parts. Moreover, the parts are
always moving from the parts shelves to the assembly fields,
so the actual inventory quantities of parts shelves are always
changing, too.
Incidentally, in the field of the production management in
the large companies, the large scale production management
system is introduced, such as the SAP [4], and the production information is managed as the integrated system including the inventory, accounting, order and so on. Also, the inventory quantity is sometimes measured by using the RFID
(radio frequency identifier) tags in the various field to reduce
the inventory investigation workload [2].
However, the target factory is the small or medium-sized
company like most companies in Japan, of which proportion
is said 99.7% [24], and it is pointed out that the introduction of
such a management system is so less than the large company.
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Figure 7: Parts shelf in target factory
As for this cause, two factors can be pointed out from the view
point of their production scale. First, it is difficult to obtain
the effect commensurate with the system investment such as
the RFID and so on. Second, it is difficult to reserve the fulltime personnel for the system operations, grasping the field
data and entering it into the system. However, with the development of the e-commerce and supply chain management
(SCM), it is becoming necessary to introduce the EDI with the
large companies. Therefore, it is also becoming necessary to
introduce the production management system to manage the
data for the EDI. And, the inexpensive packages of the production management systems are distributed. However, they
need to enter accurate inventory quantities.
As a result, to grasp the actual inventory efficiently and to
determine the part production quantity Pi became the requirement of the target inventory management system. And, there
are also following supplemental requirements. First, from the
viewpoint of the cost performance, the target system must
be implemented without using expensive equipments and devices. Second, the system operations must be performed without increasing the workload of personnel.

3 APPLICATION METHOD OF
MONGODB
3.1 Novel Method to Grasp Actual Inventory
For the problem mentioned in Section 2.3, we changed our
idea about the judge method of parts sufficiency from counting the actual inventory. And, we proposed a method to judge
whether the necessary quantity is satisfied or not by the hu-

man vision based on the following facts. Firstly, as for the
parts delivery or the product shipment, the quantity of each
necessary parts can be grasped easily by using the MRP system. That is, it can be calculated automatically by the order
ID and necessary quantity of each product, and these data is
received via EDI as the electronic data and can be used efficiently. Secondly, the human vision can grasp the approximate number of parts efficiently in the various situations.
Figure 8 shows the change of the theoretical inventory of
a parts, which is the necessary quantities and corresponds to
equation (1). Incidentally, the product shipments are omitted
for the sake of simplicity in this figure. In this case, the parts
are prepared in the parts shelf prior to assembly start 3 days,
and the safety inventory quantity is 5. For example, 10 parts
are prepared (15 including the safety inventory; “Ai1 + Si ”)
on second, and they are moved to the assembly field on fifth
(“Ai2 ”). Similarly, the parts are prepared 4 on fourth; 7 on
sixth, and they are delivered on seventh and ninth respectively.
So, on second, Ri is 4; Ii is 15; Ai1 is 10; Si is 5. Then, the
production quantity Pi is 4 on fourth.
However, in the actual field, since there are manufacturing
loss and the process delay, they do not always equal to the actual inventory. Therefore, as above-mentioned, to perform the
inventory control, the actual inventory must be grasped, too.
And, only the judgement that there is the necessary quantity
of parts in the parts shelf on the designated date is performed
in our proposed method, so it can be done efficiently. For
example, assuming that Fig. 8 shows the transition of parts
stocked in the rightmost container of Fig. 7 (b), and it is sufficient if more than 15 parts are present on the second day.
If we see in Fig. 7 (b), then we find it is easy to judge it by
the human vision, even if we do not know the exact inventory
quantity. Therefore, by this method, the inventory manager
can perform his business efficiently in the office by using the
image and video, and he needs no field work. And, in the
case where some actual parts inventory may be insufficient,
the parts replenishment in lot unit is ordered by the manager.
We show the composition of the proposal system in Fig.
9. The worker takes out the parts from the parts shelf, then
take the image and video of this shelf by his hand-held camera. And, he enters it into the database with the parts data:
the order ID and product ID. Then, the system calculates the
both theoretical inventory as shown in Fig. 8: the one was
remained in the parts shelf; the other was delivered to the as-
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Figure 9: Composition of proposal system
sembly field. In this operation, for example, as shown on the
fifth day of Fig. 8, the delivered quantity (here, 10) is reduced
from the document (Ai1 + Si ) of the parts shelf and the same
quantity is added to the document (Ai2 ) of the assembly field.
And, the total quantity (Ii ) that is the sum of the both must
not change during this operation.
Here, in order to manage the actual inventory by this method,
it is necessary to grasp the exact theoretical inventory shown
in Fig. 8. And, since the parts are stocked separately in both
the parts shelf and the assembly field, the theoretical inventory
is managed by each corresponding document. This indicates
that the updating of these two collections must be processed
as a transaction maintaining the ACID properties.

3.2 Requirements for Database Application
As shown in Section 3.1, the database of the proposal system must satisfy the requirements in two sides. The one is
the enormous data manipulation to grasp the actual inventory,
which is provided by MongoDB as shown in Section 2.2; the
other is the transaction management to calculate the theoretical inventory, which is provided by the RDBMS for the usual
enterprise system.
That is, the database of the proposal system has to treat
not only the character and numerical data of the inventory
information, but also the image and video data in the factory.
So, if this system was implemented by using the RDBMS,
the significant restrictions occurs on the data manipulation as
shown in Section 2.2.
For this reason, we used MongoDB for the database of this
system. On the other hand, if this system was implemented
by using MongoDB, the following restrictions are considered:
the ACID properties is not maintained as the whole transaction; the join operation to connect plural collections each
other is not supported.
In summary, the requirements for the application of MongoDB to the proposal system is as the following. The first
requirement is that its transaction can manipulate the plural
collections with maintaining the ACID properties. The second requirement is its collections can be connected each other
using only the reference among them. That is, it is composed
without the feature not provided in MongoDB: the join operation and so on. The third requirement is that its transaction
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Figure 10: Inventory management model for MongoDB
can efficiently manipulate the enormous data such as images
and videos. That is, its manipulation time of such a data must
be shorter than the time of MySQL.

3.3 Inventory Management Model for
MongoDB
As for the first requirement, it could be satisfied by the
transaction feature of MongoDB which was the result of our
previous study shown in Section 2.1; as for the second requirement, we composed the system with a few collections,
and made them to be correlated by the same key field or ObjectID. Based on these policy, we constructed the transaction
model of the inventory management shown in Fig. 10.
In the following, we show only the necessary data fields
extracted from the actual data fields for the sake of simplification. In Fig. 10, “Parts inventory” collection (below,
P arts inventory) saves each parts quantity in the parts shelf;
“Parts Delivery” collection (below, P arts delivery) saves
the delivered parts quantities, and it has the following fields
{order ID, product ID, parts ID, necessary quantity, shortage
quantity, imageID}; “Image” collection (below, Image) saves
{image name, image data} of the parts shelf. Here, imageID
is the ObjectID of the Image. As for P arts delivery at
the planning time, {order ID, product ID, parts ID, shortage
quantity} is saved, and the value of {necessary quantity} is
also set to {shortage quantity}.
Delivery is the transaction which executes the delivery
processing of the parts from the parts shelf to the assembly
field. And, in Fig. 10, there are transactions Delivery(A)
and Delivery(B). They correspond to the product A and B
in Fig. 5 respectively. That is, they reduce the parts quantity
from P arts inventory on the basis of the necessary amount
for product A or B, and save the image and video after parts
delivery into Image. Also, they update {shortage quantity}
of P arts delivery according to the delivery of parts. Here,
in order to process as a transaction, it performs the delivery
processing by each product unit of each order. For example,
in the case of product A in Fig. 5, 60 parts X and 20 parts Y
is delivered. Then, if any parts is insufficient for its delivery,
then no delivery is executed. That is, the shortage quantity
value is calculated by the following equation.
{
0
(All parts supplied)
shortage quantity =
at plan (otherwise)
Transaction Inventory count calculates the total quantity of
parts X, Y, Z in two collections: P arts inventory and P arts
delivery. This process is executed as a single transaction for
each parts.
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Figure 11: Access method for the enormous data
The concrete requirements to MongoDB in order to implement this model are as follows. First, the concurrency control
of the transactions on two collections should be performed.
That is, P arts inventory and P arts delivery are updated
simultaneously, and queried. Concretely, while the transaction Delivery is updating these collections, Inventory count
is querying these collections to calculate the total quantity of
the parts as shown in Fig. 8. Here, both of Delivery and
Inventory count should be executed as a single transaction
respectively. That is, if the latter queries the anomaly state
of the parts such that one collection has already updated and
another collection has not updated yet, the incorrect inventory
quantity is calculated.

3.4 Transaction Processing Method for
Enormous Data
As for the third requirement, the images and videos are manipulated to confirm the inventory shelf. In particular, the image and video size becomes very large in the following cases
where the long time video data is necessary: the status of the
parts shelf shown in (a) of Fig. 7 must be confirmed from various side; various kinds of parts are delivered simultaneously
from the parts shelf shown in (b). Therefore, the elapsed time
of transaction to manipulate the enormous image and video
becomes so long. As a results, since the lock is used in our
transaction feature, the extreme latency is expected in the case
where the plural transactions executed concurrently.
For this problem, we used an optimistic locking utilizing
the ObjectID of Image for the implementation of this method
as shown in Fig. 11, in order to reduce the lock time to save
the enormous data. Here, the ObjectID is the identifier of the
document in MongoDB as shown in Section 2.1. So, it can be
used instead of the time stamp, and it is used as the link that
specifies the reference document in MongoDB. Therefore, its
procedure is as follows. Firstly, at (1) in Fig. 11, {imageID}
of the document in Parts delivery that is the ObjectID A and
B is queried, by which the corresponding documents of Image are referred. Next, at (2), the new image or image X and
Y are added to Image, then the transaction to update Parts delivery is begun. So, the target documents of Parts delivery are
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locked, and above-mentioned ObjectIDs are queried again: if
these ObjectIDs have not been changed, these ObjectIDs are
changed to X and Y and its commit is performed; if the ObjectIDs are changed, that is, these documents of image have
been changed by the other transactions, its rollback is performed. Then, the post process in (3) is performed: in the
case of the former, the images and videos having ObjectID A
and B are deleted; in the case of the latter, the images and
videos having ObjectID X and Y are deleted.
By this method, above-mentioned enormous data manipulation can be separated from the lock period of the transaction, and the lock is performed only while the transaction to
manipulate Parts delivery. As a result, the lock period can be
shortened, and the manipulation of several images and videos
can also be performed as a single transaction. By the way,
though only the case of update is shown in Fig. 11, the case of
addition and deletion of images and videos can be performed
similarly: as for the former, firstly the images and videos are
added, then the transaction to update Parts delivery is performed; as for the latter, firstly the transaction is performed,
then the images and videos are deleted.

4 IMPLEMENTATIONS AND
EVALUATIONS
4.1 Implementation of Inventory
Management Model
We implemented the prototype of the inventory management model shown in Fig. 10 on a stand-alone PC. Its implementation environment is as follows: CPU is i7-6700 (3.41
GHz); memory is 16GB; disk is SSD memory of 512GB; OS
is Windows 10. We adopted MongoDB (Ver. 3.3.6) for the
database; Java (Ver. 1.8.0 73) for programming; MongoDB
Java driver (Ver. 2.14.2) to access MongoDB from Java program. The above-mentioned three transaction programs are
performed simultaneously using Thread class of Java, and
the transaction feature shown in Section 2.1 was used for
their concurrency control, which had been implemented by
our previous study. And, we used GridFS class of MongoDB
Java driver to store the image and video data to MongoDB
[15].
Also, we implemented MongoDB update transaction by the
following two methods to evaluate the deterioration of conflicts associated with saving the image and video data. The
first method is shown in (2) of Fig. 12, and the image and
video data is saved to MongoDB as a part of the transaction, that is, it does not use the method for the enormous data
shown in Section 3.4.
Its procedure is as following. Firstly, to confirm whether
there is sufficient stock in the inventory shelf, the transaction
Delivery query P arts inventory query it by using the exclusive lock. So, the conflict between other transactions may
occur henceforth. Then, it update {shortage quantity} of the
corresponding document in P arts delivery to 0. Next, it reduces {storage quantity} of P arts inventory, and save the
image and video data to Image. Finally, it executes the commit. Incidentally, we excluded the case of shortage of inventory in this experiment. In addition, we set the delay between
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Figure 12: Program structure and experiment
the above-mentioned access of the two collections in order
to confirm the occurrence of the conflicts. Also, in the case
where the conflict occurs, the transaction performs the retry
after a certain waiting time.
The second method is shown in (1) of Fig. 12 which is
mentioned in Section 3.4. And, it is similar to the first method,
except that it saves the image and video data before updating
the document in P arts inventory and P arts delivery. In
other words, since the image and video data is saved prior to
the start of the transaction, any document is not locked by this
image and video data manipulation.
Then, as for the query transaction Inventory count, we
also implemented it by the following two methods, in order
to evaluate the difference between the execution as the single
transaction and as the multiple transactions (“separated transaction” in Fig. 12 (b)). Here, the latter corresponds to the
MongoDB’s method such as “findOne”.
In the first method, in order to prevent the collections to be
updated by other transactions during its query, it queries each
collection by using the shared lock. And, based on the query
results, it calculates the sum of the parts. In this way, after it
completes the processing, it executes the commit. Then, after
waiting for a certain time, the next transaction is started to
query another parts.
The second method is similar to the first method, except
that it executes the commit after querying P arts inventory;
then it queries P arts delivery. That is, it separates the query
processes into two transactions. We show these two methods
in (a) and (b) in Fig. 12 respectively.

4.2 Experiments and Evaluations
We conducted the experiments by the implementation program of the inventory management model, and evaluated the
methods. The setting and procedure of the experiments are
as follows. We set the sufficient inventory quantity of each
parts as the initial value of P arts inventory. Also, we saved
enough order data into P arts delivery.
Then, we started the three transactions in Fig. 10 at the
same time: two update and one query transactions. As for the
update transactions, we set 100 msec for the delay time between update the two collections. We also set 100 msec for
the delay of next transaction start. As for the query transaction, we also set 250 msec for the delay of next transaction
start. And, for both transactions, we set 50 msec for the delay
before the retry when the conflict occurs. In the experiment,
we executed each update transaction 12 times, and the query
transaction 14 times. We used the same image data for every
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Figure 14: Result of experiment 2
transaction in order to simplify the evaluation. And, its size is
3.3MB.
For the evaluations about the first requirement, we conducted the following experiment 1 and 2. In experiment 1,
we conducted the comparative evaluation between the methods (a) and (b) in (1) of Fig. 12, and Fig. 13 shows its results.
Here, “Parts quantity” shows sum of the following quantities
queried by Inventory count transaction: one was the quantity
in Parts delivery which was as of after the delivery; the other
was in Parts inventory which was as of before the delivery.
And, Fig. 13 shows the query results at 4 check point when
the quantity in Parts inventory of the both graph was equal.
Here, the total parts quantity of the both must be always constant. And, as for (a), the query result of the total is always
constant. However, as for (b), the query result is increased depending on the query timing. That is, since the query process
was separated into two transactions, the anomaly occurred by
querying the halfway state. As a result, it was confirmed that
the isolation of the transactions is maintained also in this application field, by our transaction feature.
Figure 14 shows the results of experiment 2, in which we
conducted the comparative evaluation between the methods
(1) and (2), in (a) of Fig. 12: as for (1), the image data was
saved before the transaction start as shown in Fig. 11, so the
time period of transaction was shortened; as for (2), the image data was saved inside the transaction. Incidentally, this
experiment was conducted in the case where image data was
added. Here, this experiment was performed three times for
each case, and Fig. 14 shows the average of these results.
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Figure 15: Video manipulation statement of MySQL
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Figure 16: Video manipulation command of MongoDB
Prior to this experiment, we measure the individual elapsed
time of Delivery and Inventory count transaction. In this
case, only one transaction is executed at the same time, and
there is no conflict. We show this result in (0) of Fig. 14.
In Fig. 14, the line graph shows the change of the elapsed
time for each transaction; the bar graph shows the number
of the conflicts occurred for exclusive lock and shared lock
respectively. (1) of Fig. 14 shows the experimental result
of the method of (1) in Fig. 12. As the result in this case,
the number of each conflict was about 10; the increase of
elapsed time from (0) was about 10%. On the other hand,
as shown in (2), in the case where the image data is stored
as a part of the transaction, the number of the exclusive and
shared conflict was about 70 and 30 respectively; the elapsed
time of Delivery transaction became 1.7 times longer than
(0); Inventory count transaction became 2.7 times longer.
Therefore, as for the enormous data such as image and video
data, the conflicts could be reduced by the method shown in
Fig. 11.

4.3 Comparison Evaluations of Image and
Video Data Access Performance
For the evaluations of access performance of image and
video, we conducted the following experiment. That is, it is
the performance comparison about the enormous video data
between MySQL and MongoDB. Here, as shown in Section
2.2, though there are some restrictions as for MySQL, it can
save the video as the binary data. Therefore, this experiment
was performed using video data up to 1 GB, which is within
the restriction of MySQL. We used BLOB type in MySQL,
and GridFS interface of MongoDB.
The videos were shot by the digital camera, and its data
size was about 121 MB per minute. In this evaluations, we
used the data of 1, 2, 4 and 8 minutes. And, as for each data
we measured the following elapsed time, respectively: firstly,
we saved the data into the database, then queried the data.
We performed these data manipulations outside of the transaction processing as shown in Fig. 11. As for MySQL, we
performed the SQL statement by the MySQL monitor, and

㻵㼙㼍㼓㼑㻌㼐㼍㼠㼍㻌㼟㼕㼦㼑 㻔㻹㻮㻕
Figure 17: Evaluation result of performance comparison
Table 2: Comparison of man-hours per year
No
Classification
CapEx *
OpEx
Total
(1)
No systematization
1,200
1,200
Inventory planning
72
60
132
(2)
(3)
Image management
72
4
76
*: Man-hours per year when the life cycle is 3 years.
grasped their elapsed times by the displayed execution time
on the monitor. We show the statements in Fig. 15: we
added the data into the database by the “insert” statement,
then loaded the data into the file by the “select into dumpfile”
statement. Here, the folder name is simplified. And, as for
MongoDB, we performed the batch file as shown in Fig. 16:
we added the data into the database by the “put” command,
then query the data by the “get” command; their elapsed times
were grasped by displaying the system time using the “echo”
command.
We show the experimental result in Fig. 17. It shows the
average time of three executions as for each processing. The
elapsed time increased in proportion to the amount of data in
all the cases. In Fig. 17, the elapsed time of additional case in
MySQL is shown by the right axis of the graph. It was about
25 times the additional case in MongoDB: in the case where
the additional data size was 964 MB, the time in MySQL was
more than 200 seconds; whereas the time in MongoDB was 8
seconds. In addition, the query time in MySQL was substantially the same as the additional time in MongoDB; the query
time of MongoDB was about half of it.

4.4 Evaluations of Cost Performance of
Proposal System
We evaluate the cost performance to introduce and operate
the proposal inventory management system shown in Fig. 9.
Currently, as the first step, it is planned in the target factory to
gradually introduce an inventory management system for 100
common parts which are most frequently used. We show this
systemization plan in Table 2, and we are advancing the systemization of inventory planning shown at (2) now. We show
the detail of each systemization classification as the following.
(1) No systematization: This is the current situation, that is,
no inventory management system has been introduced. In
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this case, in order to prevent the parts shortage, it is essentially necessary to perform the stocktaking every day.
(2) Inventory planning: This is the systemization of the
function to calculate the transition of the necessary inventory quantity due to the order information received via the
EDI. That is, the theoretical inventory shown in Fig. 8 is
calculated automatically. So, since it is necessary to perform the stocktaking only to grasp the difference between
the actual inventory and theoretical inventory, it becomes
enough to perform once per month.
(3) Image and video management: In addition to (2), the
proposal inventory management of this study is systematized to improve the stocktaking efficiency, which utilizes the image and video of parts shelves. Incidentally,
in actual operation, we are planning to take the images
and videos at the time of delivery of inventory. However,
we evaluate it as the monthly stocktaking for the sake of
comparative evaluation with (2).
For each of these systemization, we calculated the annual
man-hour from the following two perspectives: the one is capital expenditure (hereinafter, “CapEx”)，which contributes to
the fixed infrastructure of the company and they are depreciated over time; the other is the operational expenditures (hereinafter, “OpEx”), which do not contribute to the infrastructure
itself and consequently are not subject to depreciation [29].
Here, the former is the man-hour to develop and introduce
the system, and we assume that the system is depreciated in
3 years. That is, we assume the life cycle of the system is 3
years, so the man hours of CapEx shown in Table 2 are the
results divided by 3. And, each man-hour of Table 2 was calculated as follows.

Now, since OpEx is too large to perform as the daily regular
work as shown in (1) of Table 2, it cannot be performed. On
the other hand, by the systemization of the inventory planning, OpEx it is expected to be 1/20 as monthly work. So,
the stocktaking is expected to be able to perform as the regular work. And, we estimate that the total man-hour including
the system development and introduction can be reduced by
about 90% per year. Furthermore, by adding the systemization of the image and video management (3), the man-hour
of the stocktaking can be reduced, and we estimate the total
man-hour can be reduced by 45% from (2).
Incidentally, the man-hour of the system development and
introduction is smaller comparing to the usual commercial
system. In addition, since this system can be composed on
the existing PC by using only the free or existing software,
the capital investment is not needed. This reason is because
this system is introduced as a prototype system and we do not
regard the operability such as the user interface. Instead, our
students assist the system operation at the factory if necessary,
and this is included the man-hour in Table 2. Incidentally, the
work performed as research is not included in this man-hour,
such as the method study and evaluation, technical investigation.
Then, this company evaluates the effectiveness of the system, and decides the introduction of the commercial system
or using this system. For example, in the case of the preceding MRP system, they introduced a commercial system for
the part related to EDI; they are using our prototype system to
calculate the material cost for their estimations. The reason is
because the former is related to the business connection with
the other companies, and the high quality and operability are
necessary; the latter needs to change the calculation flexibly
according to various estimation conditions.

5 DISCUSSIONS
(a) CapEx: This is the man-hour to develop and introduce
the system, and we calculated it based on the MRP system that has been already introduced. In (2) and (3), the
man-hour for the development including the function addition and improvement after the trial use is 160 manhours; the man-hour for introduction is mainly the data
entry work, it was calculated 54 man-hours due to the ratio of the number of types of the target parts based on the
introduction man-hour of the MRP system. We divided
these total 214 man-hours by 3 years, which is the life
cycle of the system, to calculate the annual man-hour.
(b) OpEx: This is the annual man-hour for the stocktaking.
As for (1), we used the estimated stocktaking time of all
parts obtained by the preliminary investigation. And, due
to the ratio of the target parts, we calculated it as 5 manhours for one time, then multiplied by the number of annual stocktaking regarding it as the daily work. As for
(2), we calculated it as of monthly stocktaking, so it is
1/20 of (1). As for (3), we used 12 man-seconds per one
type of parts, which was obtained by the experiment, and
calculated in the same way as (2).
(c) Total: This is the total of (a) and (b).

With the spread of the IoT, various types of enormous data
are used widely. And, to store these data efficiently, GridFS
interface of MongoDB is provided. So, it is expected that
the enterprise system also can be more useful by using such
a feature. However, as for this, there were the problems to
be satisfied the following requirements as shown in Section
3.2: first, the transaction must maintain the ACID properties;
second, the data manipulation must be executed without using the join operation; third, the enormous image and video
manipulation must be performed as a transaction. So, there
has been no its application case to the enterprise systems.
On the other hand, the inventory management work of our
assisting factory was expected to be more efficiently by using
the image and video data for the stocktaking. So, we conceived to apply GridFS interface of MongoDB to its production management system. And, through this application, we
confirmed that the above-mentioned feature can be applied to
the inventory management system. Concretely, we satisfied
the requirement as following: first, we used the transaction
feature which we had developed as the previous study; second, we connected collections by the reference using ObjectId
or same key field; third, we composed the optimistic locking
feature by utilizing the source document linked to the image
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and video document.
As a result, we confirmed MongoDB could be applied even
to the enterprise system through the experiments, that is, it
satisfied the above-mentioned requirements. First, as shown
in Fig. 13, the anomaly of the transaction to update the plural
data could be avoided by our transaction feature. Second, the
collections could be composed to refer each other including
the inventory data collection and the image and video collection, as shown in Fig. 11. That is, the reference using ObjectID and so on could be used instead of the join operation.
Third, as shown in Fig. 14, the enormous image and video
manipulation could be performed as a transaction by the optimistic locking shown in Fig. 11. In addition, its performance
is better than MySQL as shown in Fig. 17.
Now, with the development of the IoT, the databases, which
can handle the wide diversity of data, is expected to spread
to the enterprise systems. Along with this, it is expected
that many devices access the NoSQL database concurrently
like this system, too. Therefore, we consider that the needs
of transaction feature for the NoSQL databases would grow
more. And, by this feature, we consider that the application
field of the databases can be expanded to the field where the
problems has occurred by using not only the RDBMS but also
the conventional MongoDB.
Next, as for the efficiency by using the image and video
data, we showed the case study of the stocktaking in the inventory management. As shown in OpEx of Table 2 (2) and
(3), it is estimated that its man-hour can be drastically reduced. This reason is because the stocktaking work could
be changed from counting the actual parts to judging that the
actual inventory was sufficient by the flexible human vision.
And, there was the requirements to introduce this system
into the target company, that is, the small and medium-sized
company: the workload of the personnel should not increase;
the system could be implemented at a low cost. As a result,
as shown in Section 4.4, we could satisfy these requirement,
though it was a prototype. Therefore, we consider that the
system that utilizes the various type of data such as images
and videos is useful for such companies. Furthermore, we
consider it is useful for the other various fields.

6 CONCLUSIONS
Currently, various type of data can be used by the spread of
the IoT and the development of the NoSQL database. However, to apply the NoSQL database to the enterprise systems,
there were some problems such as the transaction feature.
In this paper, we showed the application case of MongoDB
which is a kind of NoSQL database to the production management system. We implemented the function mainly for
the stocktaking as the prototype system, and we are advancing to introduce this system to the target factory. As a result,
we confirmed MongoDB could be applied to the enterprise
system by equipping the transaction feature maintaining the
ACID properties; the function of NoSQL database such as
the manipulation of the enormous data is useful even in the
enterprise systems.
The feature challenge will focus on the improvement of
the efficiency of actual production management system op-
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erations such as the numerical, image and video data entry
at the field. In addition, we will confirm that this transaction
feature can be implemented in the distributed database environment; the enormous data manipulation can be performed
more efficiently in this environment.
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Abstract - In recent years, social network services (SNS)
such as Twitter have become widely used, attracting great
attention for many reasons. An important characteristic of
Twitter is its real-time property. Twitter users post huge
volumes of Twitter posts (tweets) related to daily events in
real time. We assume that the tweet contents depend on the
region, season, and time of day. Therefore, the possibility
exists of obtaining valuable information for tourists from
tweets posted during travel. As described in this paper, we
propose a method to estimate regional best times for
viewing flower blossoms from tweets including flower
names. Our proposed method analyzes the number of tweets
using a moving average. Additionally, we particularly
examine geotagged tweets. Our experiments compare the
best-time viewing estimated using our method to the
flowering date and the full bloom date of cherry blossoms
that the Japan Meteorological Agency has observed and
posted. We conducted an experiment using data for the besttime viewing cherry blossoms during 2015 and 2016.
Results confirmed that the proposed method can estimate
the full bloom period accurately.

Keywords: trend estimation; phenological observation;
Twitter

1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, because of rapid performance
improvement and the dissemination of various devices such
as smart phones and tablets, diverse and vast data are
generated on the web. Particularly, social networking
services (SNS) have become prevalent because users can
post data and various messages easily. According to the
2014 Communications Usage Trend Survey of the Ministry
of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC) [1], the
percentage of Japanese people aged 13–39 years old using
SNS is greater than 60%, the figure for people 40–49 years
is higher than 50%. Twitter [2], an SNS that provides a
micro-blogging service, is used as a real-time
communication tool. Numerous tweets have been posted
daily by vast numbers of users. Twitter is therefore a useful
medium to obtain, from a large amount of information

posted by many users, real-time information corresponding
to the real world.
Here, we describe the provision of information to
tourists using the web. Before SNS were used, local
governments, tourism organizations, and travel companies
provided regional tourism information using web pages.
After SNS became widely used, they also undertook efforts
to disseminate more detailed information related to
respective tourist spots. The information is useful for
tourists, but providing timely and topical travel information
entails high costs for the information provider because they
must update the information continually. Today, providing
reliable information related to local travel is not only
strongly demanded by tourists, but also local governments,
tourism organizations, and travel companies, which bear
high costs of providing the information.
Tourists also want real-time information and local
unique seasonal information posted on web sites, according
to a survey study of IT tourism and services to attract
customers [3] by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry (METI). Current web sites provide similar
information in the form of guide books. Nevertheless, the
information update frequency is low. Because local
governments, tourism associations, and travel companies
provide information about travel destination local unit
independently, it is difficult for tourists to collect
information for “now” tourist spots.
Therefore, providing current, useful, real-world
information for travelers by capturing the change of
information in accordance with the season and time zone of
the tourism region is important for the travel industry. As
described herein, we define "now" as information for
tourism and disaster prevention required by travelers during
travel, such as a best flower-viewing time and festivals and
local heavy rains.
We propose a method to estimate the best time for
phenological observations for tourism such as the best-time
viewing cherry blossoms and autumn leaves in each region
by particularly addressing phenological observations
assumed for “now” in the real world. Tourist information for
the best time requires a peak period, which means that the
best time is not a period after and before falling flowers, but
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a period to view blooming flowers. Furthermore, the best
times differ among regions and locations. Therefore, it is
necessary to estimate a best time of phenological
observation for each region and location. Estimating the
best-time viewing requires the collection of much
information having real-time properties. For this study, we
use Twitter data obtained for many users throughout Japan.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 presents earlier research related to this topic.
Chapter 3 describes our proposed method for estimation of
best time of phenological observations. Chapter 4 describes
experimentally obtained results for our proposed method
and a discussion of the results. Chapter 5 summarizes the
contributions and future work.

2

RELATED WORK

The amount of digital data is expected to increase greatly
in the future because of the spread of SNS. Reports
describing studies of the effective use of these large amounts
of digital data are numerous. Some studies have used
microblogs to conduct real-world understanding and
prediction by analyzing information transmitted from
microblogs. Kleinberg [5] detected a "burst" of keywords
signaling a rapid increase in time-series data. Ochiai et al.
[6] proposed a disambiguation method for family names that
are also used as place names using dynamic characteristic
words of topics that vary from period to period, including
static characteristic words and locations that are independent
of specific seasonal variation according to the location as a
target of microblog. Kurata et al. [7] developed a system to
detect events in real space using geotagged tweets. This
system can grasp what events occur in time and place by the
top 10 of frequent word extraction conducted in each time
zone. Sakaki et al. [8] proposed a method to detect events
such as earthquakes and typhoons based on a study
estimating real-time events from Twitter. Kunneman et al.
[9] proposed a method to differentiate among tweets posted
before, during, and after a soccer match using machine
learning. Hurriyetoglu et al. [10] proposed a method to
estimate the time to a future soccer match using tweet
streams with local regression over a word time series. Tops
et al. [11] described a method to classify the time to an event
in automatically discretized categories using support vector
machines. Consequently, various methods for extracting
event and location information have been discussed.
Nevertheless, a method used to estimate the start and end of
the full bloom period of phenological observations using
tweets is controversial.

3

OUR PROPOSED METHOD

This chapter presents a description of a method of
analysis for target data collection and our best-time
estimation to get a guide for phenological change from
Twitter in Japan. Our proposal is portrayed in Fig. 1.

3.1 Data Collection
This section presents a description of the Method of (1)
data collection shown in Fig. 1. Geotagged tweets sent from

Figure 1: Our proposal summary
Table 1: Transition example of geotagged tweets
(2015/5/9-6/3)

Twitter are a collection target. Range geo-tagged tweets
include the Japanese archipelago (120.0 ≤ longitude ≤ 154.0
and 20.0 ≤ latitude ≤ 47.0) as the collection target.
Collection of these data was done using Streaming API [12],
one API provided by Twitter, Inc.
Next, we describe the collected number of data. The
percentage of geotagged tweets among tweets originated in
Japan, according to the study of Hashimoto et al. [13] as a
whole is about 0.18%. Such tweets are very few among all
data. However, the collected geo-tagged tweets, shown as an
example in Table 1, number about 70,000, even on
weekdays. On weekends there are also days on which more
than 100,000 such messages are posted. We use about 30
million geo-tagged tweets from 2015/2/17 through
2016/6/30. For each day of collection, the number during the
period covered was about 72,000. We calculated the best
time for flower viewing, as estimated by processing the
following sections using these data.

3.2 Preprocessing
This section presents a description of the method of (2)
preprocessing shown in Fig. 1. Preprocessing includes
reverse geocoding and morphological analysis, as well as
database storage for data collected through the processing
described in Section 3.1.
Reverse geocoding identified prefectures and
municipalities by town name from latitude and longitude
information of the individually collected tweets. We use a
simple reverse geocoding service [14] available from the
National Agriculture and Food Research Organization in
this process: e.g., (latitude, longitude) = (35.7384446,
139.460910) by reverse geocoding becomes (Tokyo,
Kodaira City, Ogawanishi-cho 2-chome).
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Morphological analysis divides the collected geo-tagged
tweet morphemes. We use the “Mecab” morphological
analyzer [15]. By way of example, "桜は美しいです” ( in
English “Cherry blossoms are beautiful.”)" is divided into
"(桜 / noun), (は / particle), (美しい / adjective), (です /
auxiliary verb), (。 / symbol)".
Preprocessing performs the necessary data storage for
the best-time viewing, as estimated Based on results of the
processing of the data collection and reverse geocoding and
morphological analysis. Data used for this study were the
tweet ID, tweet post time, tweet text, morphological analysis
result, latitude, and longitude.

3.3 Estimating the Best-Time Viewing
This section presents a description of the method of (3)
best-time estimation presented in Fig. 1. Our method for
estimating the best-time viewing processes the target
number of extracted data and calculates a simple moving
average, yielding an inference of the best flower-viewing
time. The method defines a word related to the best-time
viewing, estimated as the target word. The target word can
include Chinese characters, hiragana, and katakana, which
represents an organism name and seasonal change, as shown
in Table 2.
Next, we describe a simple moving average calculation,
which uses a moving average of the standard of the besttime viewing judgment. It calculates a simple moving
average using data aggregated on a daily basis by the target
number of data extraction described above. Figure 2
presents an overview of the simple moving average of the
number of days.
Table 2: Examples of the target word
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We calculate the simple moving average in formula (1)
using the number of data going back to the past from the day
before the estimated date of the best-time viewing.
𝑋(𝑌) =

𝑃1 +𝑃2 +⋯+𝑃𝑌
𝑌

(1)

𝑋(𝑌): 𝑌 𝑑ay moving average
𝑃𝑛 : Number of data of 𝑛 days ago
𝑌: Calculation target period
The standard lengths of time we used for the simple
moving average were a 7-day moving average and 1-year
moving average. As shown in Table 1, since geo tag tweets
tend to be more frequent at weekends than on weekdays, a
moving average of 7 days is taken as one of estimation
criteria. And the phenomenological observation is based on
the one-year moving average as the estimation criterion
because there are many "viewing" events every year, such as
"viewing of cherry blossoms", "viewing of autumn leaves"
and "harvesting month".
In addition to the 7-day moving average and the 1-year
moving average, we also explain the moving average of the
number of days specified for each phenological. In this
study, we set the number of days of moving average from
specified biological period of phenological.
As an example, we describe cherry blossoms. The Japan
Meteorological Agency (JMA) [16] carries out phenological
observations of "Sakura," which yields two output items of
the flowering date and the full bloom date observation target.
"Sakura of flowering date" [17] is the first day of blooming
5–6 or more wheels of flowers of a specimen tree. "Sakura
in full bloom date" is the first day of a state in which about
80% or more of the buds are open in the specimen tree. In
addition, "Sakura" is the number of days from general
flowering until full bloom: about 5 days. Therefore,
"Sakura" in this study uses a 5-day moving average, which
is standard.
Next, we describe an estimated judgment of the besttime viewing, which was calculated using the simple
moving average (7-day moving average, 1-year moving
average, and another biological moving average). It
specifies the two conditions as a condition of an estimated
decision for the best-time viewing.
Condition 1 uses the 1-year moving average and the numbe
r of tweets containing the organism name of each day. Comp
are the number of tweets on each day and the 1-year moving
average calculated for each day as shown in Equation 2. Th
e day when the number of tweets on each day exceeds the 1year moving average is the day when the condition1 holds.
𝑃1 ≧ 𝑋(365)

(2)

For condition 2, we use equation 3 to make a judgment
using 7-day moving average and biological moving average.
Here, A in Equation 3 refers to the shorter number of days
by comparing "moving average of 7 days" and "moving
average of bioequivalence". B is a long number of days.
Figure 2: Number of days simple moving average
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𝑋(𝐴) ≧ 𝑋(𝐵)

(3)

As an example, cherry blossoms use a 7-day moving
average and 5-day moving average, so A is 5 days and B is
7 days. This determines the date on which the moving
average of a short number of days exceeds the moving
average of a long number of days. Subsequently, it is
assumed that Condition 2 is satisfied when the moving
average of a short number of days exceeds the moving
average of a long number of days continuously. The number
of consecutive days was made equal to or more than half of
the moving average of a short number of days. In the case of
cherry blossoms, the 5-day moving average is shorter than
the 7-day moving average. Therefore, 5 days / 2 = 2.5 days
≒ 3 days as a standard. If the 5-day moving average
exceeds the 7-day moving average by 3 days or more, it
shall be the date satisfying Condition 2.
Finally, we estimate the day that both Condition 1 and
Condition 2 are satisfied as best time to see.

3.4 Output
This section presents a description of the method of (4)
output presented in Fig. 1. Output can be visualized using a
result of the best-time viewing, as estimated by processing
explained in the previous section. This paper presents a
visualization that reflects the best-time viewing inference
results in a time-series graph. The graph shows the number
of data and the date, respectively, on the vertical axis to the
horizontal axis. We are striving to develop useful
visualization techniques for travelers.

4

EXPERIMENTS

In this chapter, the experimental explanation for
guessing the optimum time to see the flower in the proposed
method described in Chapter 3 is shown. This shows the
dataset used for the optimum time reasoning to see flowers
that bloom completely in section 4.1. Section 4.2 shows the
target word and target area used in the experiment. Section
4.3 shows experimental results on 2015 cherry blossoms
viewing and 2016 cherry blossoms viewing. Section 4.4
shows the result of comparing the estimation result with
observation data. Section 4.5 shows the experiment results
using the sightseeing spots co-occurring in the target word.

4.1 Dataset
Datasets used for this experiment were collected using
streaming API, as described for data collection in Section
3.1. Data are geo-tagged tweets from Japan during
2015/2/17 – 2016/6/30. The data include about 30 million
items. We are using these datasets for experiments to infer
the best time for cherry blossom viewing in 2015 and in
2016.

4.2 Estimation Experiment for Best-Time
Viewing Cherry Blossoms

Figure 3: Position of target area
The estimation experiment to ascertain the best-time
viewing cherry blossoms uses the target word in Table 2:
"Sakura". The target word is “cherry blossom,” which is “桜”
and “さくら” and “サクラ” in Japanese. The experimental
target areas were "Tokyo," "Ishikawa", "Kyoto," and
“Hokkaido." For each area, a specimen tree is used for
observations by the JMA. The cities of “Chiyoda,"
"Kanazawa," "Kyoto," and "Sapporo" are target areas. In
addition, an experiment using co-occurrence words was
conducted using tweets with the item "Sakura" for many
tourist spot named in Table 2, which also shows with the
number of occurrences in respective regions. As described
in this paper, we specifically examined "Shinjuku Gyoen",
"Rikugien Garden," "Goryokaku," and "Kenroku-en".
Figure 3 presents the target area location. Kyoto and
Hokkaido are separated by about 1,000 km straight line
distance. Kyoto and Tokyo are about 360 km apart. Because
of their latitudes, cherry trees flower later in the north in
Hokkaido than in Kyoto. Moreover, higher altitudes and
consequently cooler temperatures delay flowering even
when locations have similar latitudes. Although issues
related to altitude were not particularly addressed in this
study, they are not expected to affect important results for
single sites.

4.3

Target Word Results in Target Areas

Figure 4 presents experimentally obtained results for the
estimated best-time viewing in 2015 using the target word
cherry blossoms in the target area of "Tokyo." The dark gray
bar in the figure represents the number of tweets. The light
gray part represents the best-time viewing as determined
using the proposed method. In addition, the solid line shows
a 5-day moving average. In addition, the solid line shows a
5-day moving average. The dashed line shows a 7-day
moving average. The dotted line shows the 1-year moving
average. Figure 5 shows the estimated best-time viewing, as
inferred from experimentally obtained results in 2016 using
the target word cherry blossoms in the target area of
"Tokyo."
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Figure 4: Results of the best time to see, as estimated by
Tokyo (2015)

Figure 5: Results of the best time to see, as estimated by
Tokyo (2016)
For Tokyo in 2015, as portrayed in Fig. 4, we obtained
the greatest number of data. The greatest number of tweets
per day reached about 400. Our proposed method indicates
the best-time viewing as 3/23 – 4/3. Condition 1 shown in
3.3 is the day when a dark gray bar exceeds the dotted line.
Condition 2 is the day when the solid line exceeds the
broken line for more than 3 days. Therefore, in our proposed
method, we estimated 3/23 – 4/3 which satisfy both
condition 1 and condition 2 as best-time viewing.
1Our proposed method shows the best-time viewing as
3/21 – 4/6 in Fig. 5. The estimation for the best-time
viewing in 2016 indicates a longer period than that in 2015,
which is consistent with the trend of 2016, with lowtemperature days after flowering. Tokyo of 2016, as
presented in Fig. 5, also has the largest number of data in the
area of the experimental subjects of 2016. More than 1,600
tweets were sent on some days, which is about four times
that of 2015. Therefore, the 1-year moving average value for
the rapid increase in the number of tweets is reduced. For
that reason, much noise is included in the estimate of the
best-time viewing.
Figure 6 presents results of 2015 for Ishikawa Prefecture.
Results of 2016 for Ishikawa Prefecture are portrayed in Fig.
7. The greatest numbers of data were, respectively, 15
tweets and 45 tweets. Ishikawa data are far fewer than those
of Tokyo. However, 2015 has been the best-time viewing
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Figure 6: Results of best time to see, as estimated by
Ishikawa (2015)

Figure 7: Results of best time to see, as estimated by
Ishikawa (2016)
was estimated as 3/30 – 4/8. In 2016, the best-time viewing
was estimated as 3/29 – 4/6. Noise contents that are
unrelated to "Sakura" organisms are also included in tweets.
However, before the peak period, tweets abound for budding
and flowering cherry. After the peak period, tweets related
to cherry blossom leaves are prominent.
From the above, it is possible to estimate the best time
by using the proposed method only using the number of
occurrences of the target word. This is because the cherry
trees of the target word shown in this experiment are the
most frequent tweets pointing to cherry trees of creatures in
Japan. In the experiment, the accuracy in the area with many
tweets was relatively high. However, in addition to tweets as
cherry trees of living things, it is considered that there are
also tweets including cherry blossoms that become noise
used for different purposes such as person's name and food.
Also, in the case of another target word, there are cases
where the best time to estimate the best time other than the
creature is erroneously estimated. Although this paper does
not mention analysis of tweet contents, it is a future subject.
Also, in the case of other target words, there are cases where
the best time other than the organism is erroneously
estimated. Although this paper does not mention analysis of
the contents of tweets, it is a future task.
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4.4 Comparing Best Times for Viewing
Estimation and Observed Data
Table 3 presents results of comparison between the
estimated best-time viewing and JMA observation data in
target area in 2015. Dates in the table are the target dates for
the estimated best-time viewing. The thin gray portion of
each region is the day determined as the best-time viewing:
as an example, Tokyo’s best-time viewing in 2015 was 3/23
– 4/3. This result represents the same day and the estimated
best-time viewing thin gray part of the previous section in
Fig. 4. Furthermore, the arrow indicates the period of up to
"cherry blossoms in full bloom date" from "cherry flowering
date" that the JMA has observed in each region. As an
example, Tokyo observations are based on the specimen tree
in Chiyoda. The "Sakura flowering date" of 2015 is 3/23.
The "Sakura in full bloom date" of 2015 is 3/29. Specimen
trees of the JMA of the experimental target area are the
following. Ishikawa is Kanazawa. Kyoto is Kyoto City.
Hokkaido is Sapporo. Recall and precision using the
observed data and the estimated best-time viewing results
are calculated for each target area for 2015 from 3/1 – 6/30
using formula (4) and formula (5).
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑠𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

(4)
(5)

The precision ratio average in Table 3 is about 20%. A
low precision ratio does not include the period from full
bloom to abscission. The best-time viewing is estimated as
3/30 – 4/3 for Tokyo as determined by the JMA as the besttime viewing after full blooming of cherry trees. Therefore,
the result presents the possibility of providing the best-time
viewing information that is necessary to complement tourist
observation data of the JMA using the proposed method.
However, the data are few for areas such as Kanazawa.
Therefore, the moving average used to estimate the best
time for flower viewing is vulnerable to extreme changes.
Moreover, Hokkaido, Tokyo, Ishikawa, and Kyoto recall
Table 3: Comparison result in target areas of the best
time to see the estimated and the observed data (2015)

is higher than that of municipal districts. These experiments
use aggregate data of each whole area against observation
data of a sample tree of the JMA. Chiyoda and Kanazawa
are regions within prefectures. They therefore have a low
recall rate because the data are fewer. Kyoto and Sapporo
show no decrease of recall because many data in the region
are city data. Results of this best-time estimation should be
provided as tourist information in each region for which
there is limited information of target areas.
Table 4 presents experimentally obtained results for
2016. The notation is the same as that used in Table 3. The
experimental period in 2016 was 3/1 – 6/30. Data of 2016
obtained using our proposed method were also confirmed
best-time estimation for each region. Data confirmed the
best-time estimation after full bloom observation by the
JMA. Compared to 2015, 2016 was confirmed to have a
long best-time duration because of low temperatures after
flowering. However, precision and recall for some data loss
are lower than in 2015.
From the above, the proposed method is useful for
estimating the optimum time for viewing cherry blossoms in
areas where about 10 tweets per day were obtained.
However, since the area under study in this experiment is
the capital of the prefecture, there are also relatively many
tweet data. There is also a specimen tree used for JMA
observation. However, in many other areas there may be
regions where there are few data. Therefore, we need to
verify further in other areas.

4.5 Results of the Full Bloom Estimation
using the Co-occurrence Word
Table 5 presents estimation results for the best-time
viewing in 2015 with tweets that include the tourist spot
name co-occurring with the target word "Sakura". The cooccurrence words are tourist spot names used for estimation
with the proposed method: "Shinjuku Gyoen," "Rikugien
Garden," "Goryokaku," and "Kenroku-en". The numerical
values in the table are the numbers of tweets including the
target word and the co-occurrence word. The light gray part
shows a date for which full bloom estimation was made
Table 4: Comparison result in target areas of the best
time to see the estimated and the observed data (2016)
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Table 5: Best time to see the estimated and tweet the
number of tourist spot name to co-occurrence (2015)
Date
3/17
3/18
3/19
3/20
3/21
3/22
3/23
3/24
3/25
3/26
3/27
3/28
3/29
3/30
3/31
4/1
4/2
4/3
4/4
4/5
4/6
4/7
4/8
4/9
4/10
4/11
4/12
4/13
4/14
4/15
4/16
4/17
4/18
4/19
4/20
4/21
4/22
4/23
4/24
4/25
4/26
4/27
4/28
4/29
4/30
Precision
Recall

Shinjuku
Gyoen
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
3
5
1
4
2
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
4
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0%
0.0%

Rikugien
Garden
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
4
2
2
3
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0%
0.0%

Goryokaku
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
2
3
1
0
0
0
100.0%
14.3%

Kenrokuen
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
1
0
1
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
100.0%
33.3%

using the proposed method. Confirmation of the flowering
date and the full bloom date of each tourist spot is difficult
using JMA data. Therefore, verification of this experiment
was used to assess flowering and the best-time viewing the
sights according to services or blogs, in addition to SNS of
weather information companies [18] and public interest
institutes [19]. The arrow representing the time to bloom
from flowering was confirmed manually at each tourist spot.
Table 5 shows that the data of each tourist spot is very
few, but one can confirm the differences of full bloom times
for tourist spots. Even in the vicinity of each other like
"Shinjuku Gyoen" "Rokugien", time difference can be seen.
This result is different from estimation by JMA which
depends on observation of specimen tree. The proposed
method shows the possibility to estimate the best-time
viewing date of each tourist spot. However, in the proposed
method, the accuracy of extracting best-time viewing as a
period is low. For that reason, it is a big task in the future as
to estimation in regions and tourist spots with few tweets.
Table 6 presents experimentally obtained results for
2016. The notation is the same as that used in Table 5.

Table 6: Best time to see the estimated and tweet the
number of tourist spot name to co-occurrence (2016)
Date
3/17
3/18
3/19
3/20
3/21
3/22
3/23
3/24
3/25
3/26
3/27
3/28
3/29
3/30
3/31
4/1
4/2
4/3
4/4
4/5
4/6
4/7
4/8
4/9
4/10
4/11
4/12
4/13
4/14
4/24
4/25
4/26
4/27
4/28
4/29
4/30
5/1
5/2
5/3
5/4
5/5
5/6
5/7
5/8
5/9
5/10
Precision
Recall

Shinjuku
Gyoen
1
2
2
5
9
0
3
3
5
12
7
1
5
9
6
6
22
29
4
6
9
5
5
12
13
2
3
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
50.0%
22.2%

Rikugien
Garden
1
0
0
2
4
1
3
3
4
9
26
7
18
18
14
13
13
21
5
2
3
0
13
2
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100.0%
27.8%

Goryokaku
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
3
3
3
5
6
4
9
8
5
2
6
3
0
2
0
66.7%
23.5%

Kenrokuen
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
2
7
7
6
3
6
3
2
3
7
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
66.7%
12.5%

Similar to Tables 4 and 5 presented in earlier sections, 2016
had a longer best-time duration than that in 2015 because of
lower temperatures after flowering. Table 5 shows that the
data are increasing for each tourist spot. Therefore, the
estimated best-time results obtained for 2016 using the
proposed method tend to match the best-time viewing in
2015 indicated by the arrow. However, the best time
estimation of the tourist resort including the optimum
viewing time estimated using the proposed method
increased the amount of data compared to 2015, so it was
possible to confirm the improvement in accuracy, but further
improvement of the method is necessary.

5

CONCLUSION

This paper suggested using Twitter to generate a useful
approach to estimate the best time to present sightseeing
information related to phenology observation. In the
proposed method, we used a geo-tagged tweet containing
the organism name of the target word to infer the optimal
time to see flowers in Japan. The result of the cherry
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blossom experiment shows that the seasonal change of the
tweet and the actual seasonal change are related to the
estimate. Therefore, the proposed method presents the
possibility to estimate the best time in the real world by
observing the tweet related to the organism name. By using
this, we are considering application to a system that can
judge whether the phenomenon will become a tourist target
when visiting sightseeing by checking whether the
phenology is the best state in the area. Also, the granularity
of the proposed method differs depending on the target word,
region, and sightseeing spot. In this paper, we conducted
experiments on sightseeing spots that co-occur with
prefectures and target words. The results confirmed the
possibility of displaying tourist information in real time for
each area and sightseeing spot by estimating the optimum
time using geotagged tweets. On the other hand, further
consideration is needed on the estimation of the best time in
areas and sightseeing spots where the number of data is
small. Future research should verify that the proposed
method is applicable to other organisms. Depending on the
target word, there are many false positive cases, so in the
future we will also consider methods of analyzing tweets
contents. By extending the proposed method, we would like
to connect to a system that allows travelers to obtain event
information and disaster information on travel destinations
in real time.
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Abstract - A safety confirmation system provides a mechanism for sharing users’ safety information in disasters, and
is therefore required to operate reliably in the event of a disaster. Further, it is essential that the architecture is able to
expand to accommodate additional resources during disasters because it is accessed by many users at such times. Increasing the appropriate resources during disasters necessitates the use of access prediction based on the access distribution during past disasters. Many conventional safety confirmation systems utilize a Relational Database (RDB) because the RDB structure is suitable for data management.
However, because RDB has weak partition-tolerance characteristics it has availability issues. In this paper, we propose
a method that improves the partition-tolerance using multiple servers, and an access prediction method that utilizes
lognormal distribution to predict access to safety confirmation systems during disasters. The proposed method also
employs a distributed database system with multiple servers
and access prediction is carried out using a plurality
lognormal distribution that depends on the time at which a
disaster occurs. The results of evaluations conducted indicate that the proposed method improves availability and
allocates the appropriate resources for access distribution
during disasters.

Keywords: access prediction, lognormal distribution, distributed database system, load balancing, safety confirmation system

1

INTRODUCTION

The ability to share safety information with users during
disasters that result in serious damage and life-threatening
danger, such as the Great East Japan Earthquake of 2011
and the 2016 Kumamoto Earthquake, is important because
the early collection and disclosure of user safety information
can save many lives. A safety confirmation system provides
a means of sharing information with users during disasters
[1]. A safety confirmation system is a web system that collects and presents safety information during disasters from
and to users registered in the system. For example, the disaster bulletin board of a telecommunications carrier, Google
Person Finder [2], and J-anpi [3] can crossover and collectively search the safety information they each have available.
These systems are suitable for implementation using a web
system, because a web system is accessible by PC and
smartphone for reporting and presenting safety information.

In addition, the system operation infrastructure can be outsourced to a cloud vendor that has disaster countermeasures
rather than a single company's on-premises assets because a
safety confirmation system is required to operate continuously during a disaster. However, migrating a system to the
cloud environment is problematic.
The first issue is that of distributed data management for
system redundancy. Because a safety confirmation system is
required to operate continuously and reliably during disasters, its data management has to include strong partitiontolerance that enables alternate operation on another server
when the primary server is down. Fu [4] proposed a method
that improves availability using a redundant server to configure the system. In addition, we previously proposed a
general safety confirmation system with global redundancy;
that is, with servers in multiple regions, overseas as well as
domestic. The use of multiple servers enables inevitable
operation as a distributed system. Moreover, the study of
conventional safety system [5] [6] that contains the author's
previous studies is using an RDB for data management.
However, that conventional safety confirmation system uses
an RDB for data management, which poses a problem as an
RDB has weak partition tolerance.
The second issue is that of adjusting the number of servers
in accordance with the access situation. Because a safety
confirmation system has very high access traffic during disasters and very low traffic when there is no disaster, the
number of servers utilized should vary accordingly in order
to reduce the operating cost. Access to the safety confirmation system increases during disasters; hence, the ability to
determine the number of servers suitable to accommodate
access traffic during a disaster is important. We obtained an
understanding of the tendency of access traffic during disasters by analyzing access distribution during past disasters.
As a result, real access traffic was found to exhibit a
lognormal distribution. Consequently, we previously proposed an access prediction model that uses lognormal distribution [7]. The access prediction model showed that the cost
of using additional servers can be reduced by allocating an
appropriate number of servers for access distribution that
varies with time during a disaster. However, access prediction is problematic in that it depends on the disaster situation.
Thus, to overcome these issues, in this paper we propose a
method that uses a distributed database with multiple servers
and access prediction using a plurality lognormal distribution. We demonstrate the effectiveness of prototype safety
confirmation system with these functions implemented.
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RELATED WORK AND ISSUES

disaster notification
Cloud computing
platform

1

2.1

Safety Confirmation System

Work related to safety confirmation systems has been reported in various fields, e.g., information collection and
sharing, network communication, and web systems. As regards information collection and sharing, Ishida et al. [8]
proposed a safety information system that gathers and shares
refugee information between different evacuation centers set
up by each local government during a disaster. Registration
of refugee information is accomplished using a personal IC
card issued to each user and a reader. This is in consideration of children and older people inexperienced with ICT
equipment. As regards network communication, Wang et al.
[9] proposed a system that uses the AODV protocol to enable communication between users using smartphones. The
system enables reliable transmission of safety information
using node-to-node communication when the communication infrastructure is damaged or usage of communication
resources is restricted.
The subject of this study is a general safety confirmation
web system. The process followed by a safety confirmation
system is as follows (Fig.1). First, the meteorological information service provides information about the occurring
disaster to the safety confirmation system. Then, during the
disaster, the safety confirmation system sends an e-mail to
prompt users for safety confirmation. Next, users who receive the e-mail report their safety information to the safety
confirmation system. Finally, users share their safety information with each other. Yuze and Suzuki [10] proposed
relocating safety confirmation systems running on onpremises equipment to the cloud environment to improve
service availability and to ensure sustained operation should
the on-premises environment be adversely affected during
the disaster. Echigo et al. [11] proposed load balancing and
redundancy by mirroring using multiple servers to improve
robustness. Thus, web systems have generally been used for
information management in communication and information
gathering related work. Therefore, it is clear that sustainable
operation of the web system infrastructure is important to
achieve effective overall safety information management
during disasters.

2.2

Issues: Distributed Data Management

In a conventional safety confirmation system, data are
managed using an RDB because the Create, Read, Update,
Delete (CRUD) operation of each attribute data with a key
such as user ID is suitable for managing users’ safety information and department data. However, access traffic to each
piece of attribute data is usually low; much of the access is
the safety report during the disaster. Safety report access is
an Update operation to update users’ safety information data.
The RDB sharding technique for dispersed access using
multiple servers is an advantage but RDB has problems such
as data search complexity and change of the ID numbering
of the hash function associated with the data scale. In addition, RDB is not suitable for distributed systems because it

Meteorological
information notification
service
safety report

send e-mail

2

3

sharing

Safety confirmation system

4

users

Figure 1: Flow of the safety confirmation system
is vulnerable to partition-tolerance of the CAP theorem. By
contrast, a safety confirmation system should use distributed
data management that runs on another server when the main
server is down because continuous operation is essential.
Therefore, it is necessary to improve availability using multiple servers and distributed data management that is able to
manage high-volume access traffic during disasters.

2.3
Issues: Number of Servers in Accordance with the Situation
The cost of safety confirmation systems, which differs depending on the number of users accessing the system normally and during disasters, can be reduced by operating the
number of servers in accordance with the access situation.
The most simplistic resource management is to continue
running the system on a large number of servers, regardless
of the situation. However, the smaller amount of access traffic during when there is no disaster means that the continuous operation of many servers at all times results in surplus
resources, and, consequently, surplus costs. Therefore, if the
required number of servers can be ensured to be in accordance with the access situation, this would be ideal for the
resource management of the safety confirmation system. It
would reduce the cost when there is no disaster, when the
amount of access traffic is small. Moreover, calculating and
allocating the appropriate number of servers before access
concentration is desirable to avoid impairing user convenience when the response performance decreases. Calculation
of a suitable number of servers in accordance with the access situation necessitates prediction of the access distribution to the system during disasters. In our previous study, we
proposed an access prediction model that uses a lognormal
distribution to predict access to the safety confirmation system during disasters. However, this approach is problematic
as the use of a single lognormal distribution to model access
prediction is difficult. This is because the access distribution
trend to the system was found to differ according to the time
at which a disaster occurs. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the number of servers by selecting the appropriate
access prediction model in accordance with the disaster occurrence time.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed system

3
3.1

PROPOSED SYSTEM
System Overview

The proposed system operates in an intercloud environment using three cloud vendors (Fig.2): vendor A, Amazon
Web Services (AWS) [12]; vendor B, Microsoft Azure [13];
and vendor C, Cloudn [14]. DC_1 and DC_2 are the service
provision regions of the vendors, each of which has multiple
data centers. The system availability was improved by the
monitoring from each vendor. During normal operation of
the system, all accesses are directed to vendor A and vendor
A is in charge of load balancing against increased access
during a disaster. Vendor B and C are backup sites for vendor A. When a failure occurs, failover is accomplished by
changing the access destination to vendor B (or C). The
safety confirmation system and control server is deployed to
each vendor. The safety confirmation system consists of a
web server and a Distributed Data System (DDS). The DDS
is a mechanism for distributed management of the data in
cooperation with multiple servers. Distributed data management is implemented by arranging a plurality DDS node
to each vendor. Data synchronization is carried out by using
a data replication function. The control server uses the access prediction model to calculate the appropriate number of
servers required during the disaster, and to scale out the web
server for the safety confirmation system in order to conduct
load balancing. In addition, it monitors each vendor and uses
Zabbix [15] to perform failover when failures occur. Incidentally, the data synchronization of each vendor and the
recovery flow in the event of failure are not discussed in this
paper as those have already been expounded on in [7].

An overview of the safety confirmation system is shown
in Fig.3. The figure depicts operation by multiple customers
to share the server resources and usage by registered users.
A summary of the operation after the occurrence of the disaster that corresponds to the region and the earthquake intensity threshold set by the customer unit is sent by e-mail to
promote the safety report to the target users. Figure 3, for
example, shows that an earthquake of intensity five upper
occurred in Tokyo and Kanagawa, and that the number of
target users is 15,700 among customers A, B, and D. Specifically, the number of target users of the proposed system
changes according to the scale of the disaster. The system
performs access prediction and load balancing in accordance
with the number of target users.
Figure 4 shows the load balancing flow using the access
prediction model. Inserting an additional server is called a
scale-out operation, whereas reduction is a scale-in operation. The scale-out operation is not executed if the server is
acceptable with the normal configuration of servers for the
number of target users at the disaster; if unacceptable, scaleout executes with the appropriate number of servers based
on the access prediction model. Load balancing is executed
by scaling-out the web server in units of two servers, one for
each of the two locations in "Vendor A: DC_1: AWS." Thus,
it will add two, four, six–an even number of web servers.
The proposed system equally distributes the load by utilizing the same number of web servers in each data center via
the load balancer. Moreover, an e-mail is sent to target users
following scale-out completion to avoid access concentration before the construction of a load balancing environment.
In order to execute a scale-out, it is necessary to ascertain
the load point of the system. This is because it is possible to
improve the processing power by adding a server when it
accepts a certain load in terms of system resources.
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Table 1: EC2 instance types: UnixBench results
Instance Type

vCPU

Memory
(GiB)

System
Benchmarks
Index Score

t2.small
t2.medium
t2.large
m3.medium
m3.large
m3.xlarge
m4.large
m4.xlarge

1
2
2
1
2
4
2
4

2
4
8
3.75
7.5
15
8
16

1702.30
2536.00
2537.20
848.90
1858.60
2945.00
2025.00
3132.80

YES
sending e-mail for target user

safety report from target user

Figure 4: Flow of load balancing
Therefore, it is necessary to ascertain the load point of the
system resources of the safety confirmation system during a
disaster. Access to the system during a disaster accounts for
more than 90% of the safety report accesses, based on access logs. Thus, the load point of the system is the safety
report access concentration at the disaster. We measured the
resource consumption of the load point using JMeter [16] to
create a test scenario for safety report access. JMeter is a set
of evaluation tools that enables a target system to be accessed via the web. Figure 5 shows the results of measuring
each of the resources by changing access to the safety report
every 10 minutes. The web server used AWS EC2 [17]
t2.small and the DB server used EC2 c3.xlarge. Figure 5
shows that the web server CPU usage increased significantly
with increasing safety report access traffic and each of the
resource loads is considerably less than the web server CPU
usage. This result indicates that the load point of the safety
confirmation system increases web server CPU usage because of the safety report access concentration at the disaster.
Therefore, the proposed system performs scale-out and
scale-in by monitoring web server CPU usage. It should be
noted that, strictly speaking, the database server was assigned a load, but this paper only targets the web server to
simplify the explanation.
Server types and number of servers to be used in scale-out
and scale-in are decided based on single server processing
power. Murta and Dutra [18] modeled the resource management of an entire system from the benchmark result of a
single server. In this paper, we calculate the appropriate
number of servers based on the processing of a single server
to determine the access traffic obtained in the prediction.
The access processing power of this study is determined
using the safety report access that can be processed per unit

Costs
($,hour)

0.034
0.068
0.136
0.077
0.154
0.308
0.14
0.279

time. Each vendor has a variety of server types; measurements were conducted with respect to AWS, vendor A,
which is the main one that performs load balancing. This
was measured to clarify the relationship between the access
processing power and each EC2 instance type. The measurement method is the same for each vendor. Table 1 shows
the UnixBench [19] measurement results for a generalpurpose EC2 instance type. The overall performance index
of UnixBench is provided by the “System Benchmarks Index Score.” Table 1 shows that the “System Benchmarks
Index Score” increased with EC2 “vCPU.” However, the
“System Benchmarks Index Score” is not simply doubled
when “vCPU” is doubled. Thus, the cost performance is
higher for one vCPU than for two vCPUs. Therefore, the
proposed system adopted t2.small from among the available
“vCPUs,” considering the cost per hour and result of the
“System Benchmarks Index Score.” Incidentally, AWS EC2
defines the baseline of CPU usage for the t2 series, including t2.small. If the CPU usage is above the baseline, the
state becomes burst. Burst is a state in which CPU performance is temporarily reduced; it is able to continue by consuming the AWS CPU credits. If the CPU credits are exhausted, CPU performance cannot exceed the baseline. In
this study, the processing power of one server was determined by the number of safety report accesses at a CPU
usage of 20%, the baseline for t2.small, not considering the
processing power of the burst. CPU usage at 20% of
t2.small is able to process 200 safety report accesses in 10
minutes, as shown in Fig.5. Moreover, the processing power
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of the system with normal configuration is 400 safety report
accesses in 10 minutes, because there are two t2.small instances for each web server.

3.2
Distributed Data Management Using
Cassandra
Data management of the proposed system that converts the
RDB data schema is desirable, because conventional safety
confirmation systems use RDB for data management. Therefore, for data management of the proposed system Cassandra [20], which requires a schema definition among the distributed data management systems, was chosen. Cassandra
is a NOSQL distributed data management system that also
has excellent writing characteristics [21]. The data management structure of Cassandra is the Key-Value (KVS) method for managing a unique label (Key) for the data (Value).
Cassandra is also a column-oriented NOSQL system. The
column-orientation is obtained in an advanced simple KVS
manner. It allows for multiple management of a set of Key
and Value, which is referred to as a Column in Row, whereas simple KVS is managed in a one-to-one relationship between the Key and Value. The data structure of Cassandra is
shown in Fig.6. The data units of Cassandra and RDB correspond in the following manner. Keyspace is database,

ColumnFamily is table, and Row is record. Porting of the
data management is more easily done than other NOSQL
systems because this structure is similar to the user management schema in RDB in the safety confirmation system.
Cassandra is typically operated on a cluster using multiple
servers, rather than a single server. Operation in a cluster
configuration enables continuous operation and improves
availability as another node is alternatively operated when a
node goes down. As shown in Fig.7, the proposed system
operates in three nodes on vendor A, with Replication Factor (RF) = 3. Nodes from vendors B and C are used as backup. The RF is the total number of copies of the data. As
shown Fig.7, in the case where RF = 3, the data have the
user ID in Key and the safety information in Value to keep a
copy of the data in three nodes. The proposed system improves the availability by copying the data to all nodes because the number of nodes is three RF = 3. It prepares for
disaster recovery using the multi-data center capabilities of
Cassandra so that nodes of vendor A and nodes of vendor B
and C are involved in the automatic replication. Cassandra
improves the availability by setting the number of nodes and
RF properly. Therefore, it is suitable for data management
of systems that require continuous operation, such as the
safety confirmation system.
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Access Prediction Model

3.3.1 Characteristic Access Distribution of
the Safety Confirmation System
The prediction of access requires an understanding of the
characteristics of access distribution with respect to the safety confirmation system. Figure 8 shows the access distribution during a disaster. The access traffic during the disaster
reaches a peak a short while after the initial e-mail is sent by
the safety confirmation system, and then decreases with time.
Moreover, Fig.8 shows the lognormal distribution and access traffic during the disaster. To model the counting data,
Poisson distribution is usually utilized. However, we propose using a lognormal distribution to predict access to the
safety confirmation system during disasters, because we
previously confirmed a certain normality via a normality test
of access distribution in a disaster in our previous study [7].
When using this method, access is in accordance with a
lognormal distribution with decay period from peak, and we
achieved the expected effect in calculating the appropriate
number of servers for access prediction; however, depending on the disaster situation, a single lognormal distribution
is problematic.
Figure 9 shows the access traffic of a disaster that occurred at 3:00 at night. Figure 9 shows two peaks, with the
first peak being immediately after the occurrence, and the
second peak a few hours after the occurrence. The second
peak is reached in the morning and reflects human activity
time. This denotes that users who were sleeping during the
disaster only accessed the system after awakening. Therefore, our proposed access prediction method uses a plurality
lognormal distribution for access distribution consisting of
two peaks.

3.3.2 Suitability with the Mixed Lognormal
Distribution for Two Peaks
Access prediction is carried out by modeling the access
trend distribution analysis using data from past disasters.
Our previous study entailed access prediction with a single
lognormal distribution model for a one-peak disaster, as
shown in Fig.8. Lognormal distribution is defined as in Eq.
(1), mode M is Eq. (2), expected value E is Eq. (3), where
is the expected value of the normal distribution, and  is
the standard deviation of the normal distribution. Each parameter of the lognormal distribution is determined by analyzing past disasters and disaster drill data. As detailed information can be found in [7], only an outline is given here.
Mode M is the time with the largest number of accesses and
has fixed value of 20. Expected value E is the time of the
average number of accesses and is calculated from the relation between the number of target users TU and mode M.
Further, solving the simultaneous equations of Eq. (2) and
Eq. (3) results in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5). Then, substituting M
and E into Eqs. (4) and (5) gives and , the parameters in
Eq. (1). Equation (6) is the access prediction model, which
is used to predict the access number AN at a time of x

minutes. A is a coefficient of Eq. (1) for matching the peak
access according to the number of target users TU.
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Toriumi et al. [22] conducted an analysis using the mixed
lognormal distribution model for the concentration of multiple tweets from Twitter [23] during a disaster. This study
examined the suitability of applying the mixed lognormal
distribution for access distribution with two peaks with reference to previous research. The mixed lognormal distribution represented in Eq. (7) is based on Eq. (1). Moreover, it
has two lognormal distributions considering its adaptation of
two peaks. f(x) is the first peak lognormal distribution, g(x)
is the second.  and  are weighting coefficients for the
cumulative probability density of F(x). It shall has the relation +.
F ( x)  f ( x)  g ( x)

(7)

The determination of  and  was accomplished by calculating from the ratio of each distribution. T is the total reported number of each distribution; S is the reported number
of the first distribution; and R is the reported number of the
second distribution.  and  are presented in Eqs. (8) and (9),
respectively.
  S /T

(8)

  R /T

(9)

Note that we used two values of  and  because two distributions were targeted this time. Hence, multiple distributions can be handled by considering them like that in Eq.
(10). N is the number of coexisting distributions, and c denotes the weighting coefficients for the cumulative probability density. In this case, c1 is , c2 is , f1(x) is f(x) and f2(x)
is g(x). In addition, c has the condition of Eq. (11).
N

F ( x) 

c

i

* fi ( x)

(10)

i
N

c

i

1

(11)

i

The basic formula of Eq. (7) only strictly represents the
probability distribution. Thus, the weighting coefficient
must be further determined to represent the access distribution. The access distribution is represented by Eq. (12):
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H ( x)  A  f ( x)  B  g ( x)

(12)

where A is the first peak adjustment coefficient and B is the
second peak adjustment coefficient. Similar to that in Eq.
(10), handling multiple distributions is possible by considering them like that in Eq. (13). D is the weighting coefficient
to represent the access distribution. In this case, D1 is A and
D2 is B.
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Table 2: Cloud vendors and instance types
Vendor_A
AWS
t2.small
Vendor_B

Azure

Standard A1

Vendor_C

Cloudn

Plan v1

AWS

Table 3: Cloud API
aws-cli 1.10.56

Azure

Azure cli 0.10.3

Cloudn

Cloudn SDK for Ruby 0.0.1

N

H ( x) 

D

i

* ci * f i ( x )

(13)

i

Substituting x_1 and x_2 of the first and second peaks, respectively, into Eq. (12), and solving the simultaneous equations enables A and B to be determined.

4

4.1

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
Implementation

Table 2 shows the cloud vendor and the instance type to
be used in the proposed system. Table 3 shows the cloud
API of each vendor and each of the control servers of each
vendor. Access to cloud resources is carried out using this
API, and it also controls other vendors not only its own vendor. Table 4 shows each server in the system environment.
Zabbix is run on each vendor’s control server to perform
fault detection. For example, if a fault is detected on DC_1
of vendor A, vendor B or C can change the access destination to DC_2 using the aws-cli by changing the setting of the
load balancer of vendor A. The web server of the safety confirmation system has machine images of the source code and
the OS with the same content. Thus, during failure or scaleout, the machine image is started under the load balancer
using the API in Table 3. The machine image is an image of
the activation information of the server that includes the
middleware (the database management system, etc.), the
binary code of the application software, device drivers and
OS, and so on. Servers with the same configuration can be
rapidly duplicated using a machine image. The Cassandra
node also maintains a machine image in the same manner as
the web server. At this point, safety information data are not
included in the machine image. Cassandra is not necessary
at the same time as the machine image safety information
data; it only performs data synchronization connected to the
cluster with the participation at the time of start-up. Cassandra becomes operational when ready after data synchronization; the status becomes "Up Normal (UN)," indicating
normal operation.

Table 4: System environment
Safety Confirmation System
CentOS 6.5
Web Server
Apache 2.2.15
Safety Confirmation System
CentOS 6.5
DB Server
Cassandra 2.0.6
Control Server
CentOS 6.5
Zabbix 2.4.7
This is because other nodes also hold the data. As shown in
Fig.10, Cassandra copies data to other nodes when data are
written to a node from the client. Thus, even when one node
stops, the system can operate on other nodes. Therefore, we
confirmed that the system can operate with other nodes
when a node is stopped. The availability improvement of the
proposed system was also confirmed in this manner. Moreover, after the node was stopped, it was confirmed that safety
information data are correctly acquired by adding a new
node. Node addition and preparation took about 90 seconds.
Figure 11 gives a performance comparison of RDB and Cassandra. The evaluation environment is RDB and Cassandra
is one respectively, and 12 unit web servers were placed
under the DC_1 load balancer of vendor A. We conducted
numerous safety report accesses using JMeter to evaluate
the environment. The RDB used was PostgreSQL8.4.12. We
measured the CPU utilization and throughput of the web
server and the DB server in the case where the safety report
access increased from zero to 5,000 per 10 minutes. Measurement of CPU utilization was achieved using the “sar”
command. Measurement of the throughput was achieved
using JMeter. Although CPU utilization of Cassandra is
slightly lower in the throughput value of the same degree,
Vendor_B

Node

Vendor_C

Node

Node

(3)copy

Node

(3)copy

Vendor_A

4.2
Evaluation of Distributed Data Management
In the evaluation of the distributed data management in
Cassandra, it was confirmed that the safety information data
can be retrieved correctly in an environment that has a
stopped DC_1 single node from vendor A. In addition, vendor A was intentionally stopped, and alternative operation
by vendors B and C at the backup sites was confirmed.

Node
Node

(2)copy
(2)copy

Node

(1)Write

Client

Figure 10: Flow of the data copy operation
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Figure 11: Performance comparison of RDB and NOSQL
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Figure 14: Accuracy of the model during Oita disaster

as the number of accesses increase, there is virtually no difference between both Cassandra and RDB. However, Cassandra is superior in terms of availability using multiple
nodes compared with the RDB because Cassandra usually
does not operate in a single node.

and the second peak resulted from 149 users accessing the
system 220 minutes after the occurrence. Substituting
x_1=10, x_2=220 into Eq. (12), and solving the simultaneous equations produces the following results A=50,443.9,
B=64,225.3. Then,  and  are determined from M and E,
for the first and second distribution, respectively, which
become the distribution curve of the proposed method, as
shown in Fig.12. The number of target users of the disaster
drill (Fig.13) is 14,711 people, and the first peak occurs
when 1,680 users access the system 10 minutes after the
occurrence and the second peak when 681 users access the
system 120 minutes after the occurrence. Substituting
x_1=10 and x_2=120 into Eq. (12) and solving the simultaneous equations produces the result A=154,997.0,
B=175,775.9. The result shows that the peak of the proposed
method is consistent with the access distribution because the
known peak value of the past disaster is fitted to Eq. (12).
However, the proposed method is also generally acceptable
for subsequent distribution. This paper evaluated the suitability of Fig.9 based on the mixed lognormal distribution
case having two peaks. However, it is necessary to evaluate
with many cases in the future.
It shows the calculation of the number of servers for the
calculated access distribution using the proposed method.
The number of servers was calculated based on the pro-

4.3
Evaluation of Suitability for Access Distribution
The suitability of the proposed method was evaluated for
access distribution. The evaluation was carried out using 10
minutes of access distribution during the Oita earthquake,
shown in Fig.9 (Fig.12), and the disaster drill in a company
(Fig.13). A safety confirmation system has a similar load
point in a disaster and a disaster drill because access is concentrated from the start of the disaster drill. Therefore, disaster drill data were also used to evaluate the proposed method.
Moreover, the disaster drill is similar to the access distribution at midnight. During the disaster drill, the first peak occurred after the start of the drill when the notification e-mail
was sent in the morning, and there was a second peak during
the lunch break. The number of target users of the Oita
earthquake (Fig.12) was 5,432 people. At the first peak, 291
users accessed the system 10 minutes after the occurrence,
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4.4
Accuracy of the Model by the Number
of Sample Data
Each of the parameters used in the proposed model are
determined by statistical analysis using data from past disaster and disaster drill data. As an example, E is determined by
the approximation equation using the relation of the TU and
D. D is difference between E and M. The coefficients to be
granted to the lognormal distribution are calculated from the
ratio of TU and the number of peaks. Therefore, a large
amount of data for use in the analysis is expected to improve
the accuracy of the proposed method. The access prediction
model of a single lognormal distribution was a comparative
evaluation of the amount of data, which is less in the old
model and more in the new model. The old model was used
until the summer of 2015, the amount of data was 14, and
the amount of data in the new model to which data was subsequently added, was 29. Figure 14 shows a trace of the disaster data, whereas Fig.15 shows the trace of the disaster
drill data. Compared to the old model, both new models are
well suited for real access distribution, and it is seen that the
accuracy of the new model is improved. The proposed
method uses mixed lognormal distribution, which only fits
the access distribution to disaster data and disaster drill data.
However, as shown with the single lognormal distribution
model in Fig.14 and 15, hereafter, data can grasp the tendency of each of the parameters to be given to the model by
collecting, and can be expected to build an access prediction
model.

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a distributed database system
that uses multiple servers to improve the availability of safety confirmation systems and an access prediction method
that uses a lognormal distribution to predict the concentration of access to the safety confirmation system during a
disaster. The DDS using a plurality of Cassandra nodes
achieved high availability to continue the operation even
when a single node has stopped. The proposed method uses
a mixed lognormal distribution and indicates that it is possible to compute access prediction for an access distribution
with two peaks resulting from the occurrence of a disaster
situation.
Future challenges include the construction of the access
prediction model using a mixed lognormal distribution and
improving the accuracy. The mixed lognormal distribution
model showed the suitability of the extent to which access
distribution was allowed during the past disaster and disaster
drill. However, this is a poor basis for relevance because the
amount of sample data for access prediction was small. A
parameter of the model is determined based on past

2000

Disaster Drill July 17, 2015
user 15,308
e-mail send start time 12:30:10 July 17
e-mail send end time 12:42:34 July 17

1800
1600

real access traffic

1400

new model
1200

old model
access traffic

cessing power required to access one server with an access
distribution of 1-hour increments, because EC2 is charged
on an hourly basis. Figure 13 shows that there is access of
up to 1,680/10 minutes during 0–60 minutes. The processing
power of t2.small is 200 safety report accesses in10 minutes;
therefore, 0–60 minutes is for 10 servers. We also calculated
the number of servers in the same manner.
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Figure 15: Accuracy of the model during disaster drill
empirical rule with simple consideration. However, using
the least squares method or the maximizing likelihood
method, it can be expected to further improve the model
accuracy. In addition, there is a need for verification and
evaluation of the Poisson distribution as well as the normal
distribution. In the future, we plan to improve the accuracy
and modifications of the proposed method by collecting an
additional amount of disaster data.
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Abstract – Eliminating the reworking of designs is critical
for developing software systems. Faults and errors in designs must be extracted so that they do not impair subsequent implementation or test phases. When developing
communication programs, faults might linger in the programs. Simply detecting them by reviewing them is difficult,
especially when designing complicated and asynchronous
communication programs. In this paper, we propose a method that detects faults when designing communication programs by focusing on sequence diagrams that represent
message exchanges between lifelines to remove the ambiguity about the order of the exchanges. Our method consists of
the following procedures. It generates model descriptions
and test expressions from sequence diagrams and executes
model checking with them. Then it identifies the location of
the information in the diagrams at which errors occur in
model checking unless the model descriptions satisfy test
expressions. Such notifications enable designers to eliminate
inconsistency from their diagrams. This paper describes
problems of developing sequence diagrams, our method that
solves it, and its implementation with UML 2.0 as well as its
evaluation. The evaluation result shows that our method is
effective, even though its generation time depends on the
complexity of the diagrams.

Keywords: Communication programs, Sequence diagrams,
Model checking, Promela, Linear Temporal Logic, UML

1

INTRODUCTION

Removing faults and errors from software systems is critical to develop software with high reliability. Faults can be
found not only in software implementation but also in its
design. Detecting and removing them is much more important in the design stage than in the implementation stage
because removing errors from the design stage generally
takes a greater cost and effort because a design must be reworked and modified. Hence, such errors must be extracted
so that they do not remain in such subsequent phases as implementations or tests.
Detecting faults is also important for developing communication programs. As communication programs become
bigger, their design becomes more complicated. Since detecting them by reviewing their complicated designs is difficult, such designs must be supported to detect faults.

In this paper, we propose a method to detect faults when
designing communication programs. Our method focuses on
the sequence diagrams that represent asynchronous exchanges of messages between lifelines. The diagrams are
complicated when complex communications are being designed. Complicated exchanges of messages frequently
cause faults because ambiguity about the order of the exchanges remains in the diagrams. This ambiguity shows that
the order for receiving messages could not be determined
when several messages are asynchronously transmitted to a
specific lifeline. Our method seeks to detect the ambiguity
and remove the faults in the diagrams.
Our method consists of the following procedures. First, it
generates formal descriptions written in Promela [1] from
sequence diagrams. Such components as lifelines and messages described in the diagrams correspond to the Promela
elements. Combined fragments, which represent such control structures as alt and loop, are also translated into Promela. Next, with Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), it generates
test expressions that are obtained from every message for
each lifeline. The generated expressions are used for exhaustively checking the order. Then the method executes
model checking with formal descriptions and test expressions. Failing to satisfy the expressions for the formal descriptions suggests the existence of ambiguity related to the
order of the messages. Our method finally identifies the position in the diagrams that cause an error in the model
checking. Such identification helps designers correct the
diagrams and remove the errors. Our method is reapplied
from the top of the procedure after error removal, and the
designers repeatedly apply it until no more errors occur.
We implement the method as a tool with UML 2.0 and
evaluate two aspects. The first aspect focuses on the number
of identifications generated by the tool and the time spent on
the procedures for various sequence diagrams. The second
goes to the diagrams applied to a specific product. The evaluation result shows that the method provides ten candidates
for modifying the diagrams and four out of ten candidates
are required to correct it, based on interviews with the engineers who worked on the above product.
The remainder of our paper provides detailed analysis of
our method. We describe the problems for developing sequence diagrams in Section 2, and our method overcomes
them in Section 3. We then describe our method’s implementation and evaluation in Section 4.
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2

PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPING
QUENCE DIAGRAMS

SE-

Figure 1 shows an example of sequence diagrams. Lifelines A, B, and C asynchronously communicate with each
other. The figure is used when designing communication
specifications. The design is considered completed after
reviewing the diagrams, and then the programs are implemented based on the diagrams.
However, after implementation, a fault might occur in
Fig. 1, which shows the sequence diagrams if faults occur.
“msg6” is sent from lifelines C to B after “msg3”. Lifeline B
receives “msg6” before “msg5”. Nevertheless, “msg6”
might reach lifeline B after “msg5,” contrary to the design
intention. Lifeline B emits an error due to the specification
violation.
Removing faults requires time and effort. The time depends on the causes. The fault shown in Fig. 2 cannot be
detected in a unit test, but it can often be detected in integration tests. Accordingly, we must rework the design, implementation, and test. The time to repair faults increases in
accordance with the number of faults and the diagram complexity.
The error in Fig. 1 was caused by the ambiguity of the sequence diagrams and indicates that the situation cannot be
determined in which “msg6” reaches lifeline B. This paper
describes how to remove such ambiguity in designing sequence diagrams.

3

PROPOSED METHOD

3.1 Outline
Our method eliminates the ambiguity of the order of messages with semi-automatic modifications of sequence diagrams. Although automatic correction is possible, our procedure provides modification candidates, enables designers
to select an appropriate candidate, and corrects the diagrams
with the selected candidate.
The input for the method is the diagrams written in XML.
The output is the diagrams without ambiguity. The diagram
specifications use UML 2.0 [1]. The diagrams allow the
asynchronous representation of messages.
Our proposed method consists of these four steps shown in
Fig. 3:
STEP 1: Generate formal descriptions;
STEP 2: Generate test expressions;
STEP 3: Perform model checking and generate candidates
for modifying diagrams;
STEP 4: Correct the diagrams.
The contribution of this paper is STEP2 and STEP3. In
STEP1 we use the existing method [2] which generates formal descriptions. STEP2 provides test expressions used for
model checking, and STEP3 indicates the existence of ambiguity and candidates for removing such ambiguity.
We describe the details of each step in the following sections.

3.2 STEP 1 Generate Formal Descriptions
This step generates formal descriptions from the input. An
XML is obtained with astah* professional [3]. The formal
descriptions are written in Promela [4] and used by the SPIN
model checker. Lima’s method [2] generates the descriptions. A lifeline and a message for each execution

Sequence diagrams
STEP1
Figure 1: Example of sequence diagrams

Modify

STEP2

Test
検査式
Expressions
検査式

Formal
descriptions
STEP3

Model Checking
Candidates
Candidate A

Candidate B ・・・

STEP4

Sequence diagrams
（After modification）
Figure 2: Sequence diagrams in case of a fault
Figure 3: Overview of proposed method
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Table 1: Correspondence between sequence diagrams and
Promela

cause they are used frequently. The conversion into Promela
is shown in Table 2. Description for combined fragment
“par” corresponds to the diagrams shown in the right part of
Fig. 6.

Sequence
diagrams
lifeline
message
(label)
message
(arrow)
send
event
receive
event

Element of
Promela
process

Description in
Promela
proctype {…}

message

mtype={m1,…,mn}

channel

chan chan=[1] of {mtype};
…
chan chann=[1] of {mtype};

send

chan!m

receive

chan?m

Sequence diagrams

Formal descriptions
proctypeA_1() {
receive msg2 from B;
send msg3 to B;
send msg5 to C;
}

proctypeB_1() {
send msg1 to C;
send msg2 to A;
}
proctypeB_2() {
receive msg3 from A;
}
proctypeB_3() {
receive msg4 from C;
}

proctypeC_1() {
receive msg1 from B;
send msg4 to B;
}
proctypeC_2() {
receive msg5 from A;
}

Figure 4: Example of generating formal descriptions
specification respectively correspond to a process and a
channel with variables defined by Promela. The description
in Promela is generated based on the correspondence shown
in Table 1.
Figure 4 shows an example of generating formal descriptions. Figure 5 shows a detailed example of the generated
descriptions shown in Fig. 4, whose upper part shows sequence diagrams and whose lower part shows a summary of
the formal descriptions generated from the diagrams. Process B_1, Process B_2, and Process B_3 are generated since
lifeline B has three execution specifications. Each message
is translated into two descriptions. For example, “msg1”
generates one description by which B sends “msg1” to C
and another one by which C receives “msg1” from B.
The generation for each execution specification maintains
the order of the messages within the execution specifications.
Furthermore, the generated descriptions represent the ambiguity of the order of the asynchronous messages. Lima’s
method does not generate descriptions for each execution
specification.
Combined fragments, which represent control structures
such as alt and loop, are converted into Promela as well. We
select four fragments, “alt”, “par”, “loop,” and “break,” be-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

/* Auto Generated Promela File */
/* Message Declaration */
mtype = {msg1, msg2, msg3, msg4, msg5};
/* Channel Declaration */
chan to_A = [20] of {mtype};
chan to_B = [20] of {mtype};
chan to_C = [20] of {mtype};
/* Variable for send and receive */
bool send = false;
bool receive = false;
mtype msg;
/* Process Declaration */
active proctype A_1(){
d_step{ to_A?msg2; send=false; receive=true;
msg=msg2;}
d_step{ send=true; receive=false; msg=msg3;
to_B!msg3;}
d_step{ send=true; receive=false; msg=msg5;
to_C!msg5;} }
active proctype B_1(){
d_step{ send=true; receive=false; msg=msg1;
to_C!msg1;}
d_step{ send=true; receive=false; msg=msg2;
to_A!msg2;} }
active proctype B_2(){
…
Figure 5: Detailed example of formal descriptions

Table 2: Description in Promela for control structures
Control
Description in Promela
Structures
alt, break if
:: (condition 1) -> instruction 1
:: (condition 2) -> instruction 2
…
:: (condition n) -> instruction n
fi
loop
do
:: (condition 1) -> instruction 1
:: (condition 2) -> instruction 2
…
:: (condition n) -> instruction n
od
par
proctype A() {
run sub_A()
AB_msg4?msg4; BSubB?token;}
proctype B() {
run sub_B()
AB_msg4?msg4; BSubB?token;}
proctype sub_A() {
atomic{ AB_msg3!msg3; ASubA!token;};}
proctype sub_B(){
atomic{ AB_msg3!msg3; ASubA!token;};}
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3.3 STEP 2 Generate Test Expressions
This step generates test expressions from the input, written in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) expressions, which
enable the representation of the system states by the changes
of time. Time operators are available in addition to the conventional logical operators shown in Table 3. The expressions are used to check whether the diagrams have ambiguity about the order of the messages. Each expression is generated from two messages that are connected.
Figure 4 shows an example. Lifeline B in the sequence
diagrams has four message exchanges. The item to be
checked is extracted from two adjacent messages, such as
“msg2” and “msg1.” Since the items in the lifeline are obtained by all of the adjacent messages in relation to lifeline
B, they are described as follows:
(a) Whether “msg2” was sent before “msg1” was sent;
(b) Whether “msg3” was received before “msg2” was
sent;
(c) Whether “msg4” was received before “msg3” was received;
The method generates the following expressions below
from (a) to (c):
(a’) (send “msg2”) before (send “msg1”);
(b’) (receive “msg3”) before (send “msg2”);
(c’) (receive “msg4”) before (receive “msg3”).
The method then translates the above three items into the
following test expressions:
(a’’) ¬ (send “msg2”) ∪(send “msg1”);
(b’’) ¬ (receive “msg3”) ∪ (send “msg2”);
(c’’) ¬ (receive “msg4”) ∪ (receive “msg3”).
The method generates test expressions for lifeline A and C
in the same way. Two test expression are generated since
they have three message exchanges. Consequently, the
method generates seven test expressions in all from diagrams shown in Fig. 4.
Table 3: Time operators in LTL
Character Symbol
Description
Xφ
∘φ φ will be true in the next state.
Gφ
□φ φ will always be true after this step.
Fφ
◇φ φ will be true sometime after this step.
φ will be true sometime after this step
ψUφ
ψ∪φ
and ψ will be true until that time.

Figure 6: Example of diagrams with “alt” and “par”

Figure 7: Example of modification
Formal descriptions

Test expression ①

Model Checking

Extract Candidates
No Candidate
Candidates
Formal
descriptions

Test
expression②

Model Checking

Modified Formal
descriptions

Test
expression②

Model Checking

Figure 8: Procedure of generating candidates
Combined fragments are translated into expressions as
well. The translation is slightly different from above. For
example, “alt” or “par” in Fig. 6 has separators that are divided into operands. “msg1” and “msg2” do not need to be
generated since both are executed exclusively. On the other
hand, generating expressions for “par” is difficult because
“msg3” and “msg4” are executed in parallel. Hence, “alt” or
“par” combined fragments are ignored. Only “loop” combined fragment is dealt with for generating expressions.

3.4 STEP 3 Perform Model Checking and
Generate Candidates for Modifying Diagrams
This step executes model checking with formal descriptions and test expressions. Then our method provides candidates that indicate how to modify the diagrams. Failing to
satisfy the expressions suggests the presence of ambiguity.
The failure result gives a pair of two messages described in
the test expressions. The candidate shows diagrams with a
message inserted between the pair of two messages.
Figure 7 shows an example of the modification candidate.
The diagrams shown in Fig. 4 turn out to be ambiguous for
the following item.
(c) Whether “msg4” was received before “msg3” was received
Therefore, lifeline A is added to the transmission of “msg6”
after sending “msg3,” and lifeline C is added to the reception of “msg6” before sending “msg4.”
Figure 8 shows the procedure that generates candidates for
all of the test expressions. First, our method selects a test
expression among all of the expressions and executes model
checking with formal descriptions and the selected by the
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SPIN model checker. The execution moves to the following
processes depending on the checking result.
If no ambiguity exists The method executes model checking with the same formal descriptions and another test expression.
If ambiguity exists The method generates a modification
candidate from the test expression. The candidate is presented to a designer, and diagrams are corrected if he decides to
apply it. The method then executes model checking with the
corrected formal descriptions and another test expression.
The procedure is repeatedly applied and only terminates
when model checking is executed for all of the test expressions.

3.5 STEP 4 Correcting the Diagrams
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enumerated the lifelines, the messages, and the modification
candidates and measured the time spent on their execution.
The measurement was executed, assuming that the designers adopted all of the candidates identified by the tool.

4.1.2 Aspect 2
We applied our tool to the diagrams used for the product.
The diagrams were rewritten with astah* professional [3].
This aspect checks the ability to detect the faults shown in
Fig. 2. We confirmed that the candidates generated by the
tool are appropriate to be corrected.

4.2 Evaluation Results
4.2.1 Aspect 1

This step corrects the XML with the selected candidate
from Section 3.4. The candidate has the information for additional messages, such as the name and the insertion place.
The method corrects the definition of the messages and the
information related to the lifelines. This step’s procedure is
completed if all the candidates indicated by the designers are
reflected in the diagrams. If all the test expressions pass the
model checking after the diagrams are corrected, no existence of ambiguity about the order of messages is proven for
the specified diagrams.

4

EVALUATION

We implement our proposed method as a tool with Java
and shell scripts to evaluate its performance and the following two aspects:
Aspect 1: Number of modification candidates generated
and the time spent on the method’s execution
Aspect 2: Candidate evaluation
Aspect 1 focuses on various kinds of sequence diagrams,
and Aspect 2 focuses on the diagrams applied to a product.
The following are the computer specifications used for the
evaluation:
OS: Windows 7 Professional
CPU: Intel Xeon E5607 2.27GHz×2
Memory: 16 GB
SPIN: Version 6.3.2
The size of the state vector for the SPIN model checker
was defined as 1024 bytes.

4.1 Evaluation Method
4.1.1 Aspect 1
We collected the sequence diagrams described as examples in existing researches [5]-[9] and applications [10], [11]
related to sequence diagrams and produced another sequence diagrams with additional lifelines and messages for
specific diagrams of the collected examples. Figure 9 shows
the sequence diagrams [9]-1 produced by [9]. The square
region in black dotted lines indicates the diagrams [9]. We
increased the number of lifelines and messages by extending
the original diagrams and applied our tool to them. We

We applied the tool to eleven sequence diagrams. The
evaluation result is shown in Table 4. The eleven diagrams
consisted of seven diagrams collected from the references
and four where the number of lifelines in reference [9] is
increased (described as [9]-1, 2, 3, 4). Columns 1 to 3 show
the information in the diagrams and columns 4 to 7 show the
result applied to the tool. Columns 1, 2, and 3 respectively
indicate the source of the diagrams, the number of lifelines
in them, and the number of messages. Column 4 describes
the number of candidates generated by the tool. Columns 5
to 7 show the execution time applied to the tool and measured for each step. Column 5 indicates the sum of the time
spent on STEPs 1 and 2 since both are executed in parallel
with identical input.
No significant differences can be seen in the time spent on
STEPs 1 and 2. However, the time of [9]-1, 2, 3 and 4 is
large. A large number of lifelines and messages increases
the total amount of time. The time spent on STEP 3 becomes large as the number of lifelines or messages in the
diagrams increases. The more candidates, the more time will
be spent on STEP 4, although no major differences can be
observed in the time.
The time spent on STEP 3 in [9]-4 is much smaller than in
[9]-3, although the number of lifelines and messages are
very large, because the model checking in that case could
not be executed due to insufficient memory. Hence, the
number of candidates became zero.
We also applied our tool to three more sequence diagrams
with combined fragments. The evaluation result is shown in
Table 5. The diagrams were extracted from the references.
Columns 1 to 6 in Table 5 are the same as in Table 4. Column 7 describes the number of fragments in the diagrams.
The result shows that the time spent on STEPs 1 and 2 was
different between the presence and the absence of the combined fragments. This difference reflects the time difference
to generate formal descriptions, not test expressions.
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Figure 9: Sequence diagrams [9]-1 produced by [9] for evaluating Aspect 1
Table 4: Evaluation results for Aspect 1
Lifelines
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[10]
[11]
[9]
[9]-1
[9]-2
[9]-3
[9]-4

Messages
7
4
3
3
5
6
7
12
22
32
37

11
12
8
4
6
24
22
44
88
132
154

Modification
candidates
3
2
0
0
1
0
6
9
18
24
0

Time spent on execution(seconds)
STEP 1,2
STEP 3
STEP 4
0.44
20.21
0.43
0.42
25.19
0.41
0.39
15.55
0.41
0.37
5.96
0.40
0.42
8.95
0.41
0.49
56.15
0.42
0.46
52.08
0.48
0.58
124.77
0.45
0.98
9136.59
0.52
0.97
14054.17
0.56
1.20
744.73
0.56
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Table 5: Evaluation result for Aspect 1 with combined fragments
Lifelines
[12]
[13]
[6]

Messages

4
3
4

7
10
9

Modification
candidates
3
4
1

Time spent on execution(seconds)
STEP 1,2
STEP 3
1.40
1.3
5.60
16.3
5.20
16.0

Combined
fragments
0
2 (loop, alt)
2 (loop, par)

Figure 10: Example of diagrams used for Aspect 2
Figure 11: Example of diagrams used for Aspect 2

Lifelines
Figure 10
Figure 11

4
4

Table 6: Evaluation result for Aspect 2
Messages
Modification
Time spent on execution (seconds)
candidates
STEP 1,2
STEP 3
STEP 4
7
5
0.40
14.04
0.62
6
5
0.41
12.15
0.52

Figure 12: A modification candidate 1
Figure 13: A modification candidate 2

Figure 14: A modification candidate 3

Figure 15: A modification candidate 4
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Hence, the engineers selected answer (2) or (3). We should
consider the constraint in order to exclude unnecessary candidates when applying to the design for products.

4.3 Evaluation Validity

Figure 16: A modification candidate 5
Table 7: Removed ambiguity for each candidate
Candidate
Figure 12
Figure 13
Figure 14
Figure 15
Figure 16

Ambiguity
“msg7” might reach lifeline D after “msg6”
“msg7” might reach lifeline D before “msg4”
“msg5” might reach lifeline B before “msg4”
“msg5” might reach lifeline B before “msg3”
“msg6” might reach lifeline C before “msg7”

4.2.2 Aspect 2
Some of the diagrams used for the product were supplied
by factories for evaluating Aspect 2. We selected two diagrams from the supplied diagrams and applied the tool to
them where ambiguity about the order of the messages
might exist. The applied diagrams are shown in Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11. The application result is shown in Table 6 whose
columns are the same as in Table 4.
Next we describe all of the candidates obtained by our tool
for Fig. 10. The candidates are shown from Fig. 12 to
Fig. 16. For instance, Fig. 12 indicates the modification that
inserts “msg8”. The candidate is generated from the ambiguity that “msg7” might reach lifeline D after “msg6”.
Table 7 shows the removed ambiguity for all of the candidates. The result shows that our proposed method can detect
the ambiguity and generate the candidates for each ambiguity for the sequence diagrams used for the products.
We requested the engineers who developed the product to
check the ten candidates including from Fig. 12 to Fig. 16.
We confirm their validity by selecting one appropriate answer from the following three options:
(1) This modification must be done.
(2) This modification does not need to be done.
(3) This modification should not be done.
Option (1) was selected for four candidates including
Fig. 12. (2) was selected for five candidates and (3) for one
candidate.
The answers show that the method detect necessary candidates, but several candidates are of no use. Unnecessary
candidates are caused by constraints for modifying sequence
diagrams. Figure 10 and Fig. 11 has the lifeline which corresponds to the equipment procured externally. It is impossible to modify sequence diagrams related to such equipment.

In Aspect 1 we collected the sequence diagrams from existing researches and tools and evaluated the number of
modification candidates and the time spent on the execution
by applying the tool to the diagrams. In this paper we only
applied the tool to eleven sequence diagrams. Since the
number of lifelines and messages written in the diagrams is
limited, we might obtain a different result when applying the
tool to large-scaled diagrams.
In Aspect 2 we confirmed the possibility of detecting
faults and generated modification candidates from diagrams
with ambiguity developed for the product. We only used
two diagrams for our evaluations. We must obtain a large
variety of diagrams for various products and evaluate them
to acquire more general results.

5

RELATED WORKS

Lima et al. proposed a method that generates Promela
from sequence diagrams and detects faults with model
checking [2]. This method shows representation written in
Promela for almost all of the diagrams described in UML
2.0. They implement this method as an eclipse plugin and
confirm fault detection by giving appropriate test expressions.
Miyamoto et al. proposed a method that converts the specifications of software written in state diagrams and deployment diagrams in Promela representation [14]. The input for
both diagrams is XML produced by astah* professional.
Their method generates Promela by translating instances in
the deployment diagrams into processes and translating the
transitions in state diagrams into processing that executes
each process. Converting the patterns of the above specifications in UML into LTL expressions enables the execution of
SPIN model checking without describing complicated expressions.
Nagata et al. proposed a method that generates communication programs from the specifications of communication
protocols described with sequence diagrams [15]. Their
method, which defines the protocols with the diagrams and a
format that represents the content of the messages, generates
programs from the above definitions. The generation derives
exception handling from fault tree diagrams and appends it
to the programs in normal processing. The method reduces
the overlooking of exception handling required for the occurrence of exceptions for communication programs.
Tiwari et al. proposed a method that generates test cases
with activity diagrams that describe software specifications
[16]. Their method obtains the conditions under which a
system terminates normally from diagrams that represent the
processing flow. Their method acquires fault tree diagrams
by reversing the conditions and generates test cases where
the system terminates both normally and abnormally.
Kaleeswaran et al. proposed a method that detects faults
from programs and test suites and shows candidates for correcting the faults [17]. Their method modifies programs
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based on points specified by toolset Zoltar [18] which automatically localizes faults. Since the modification is then
executed by selecting the candidates, it enables semiautomatic corrections.

6

CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a method that detects faults when designing sequence diagrams that describe the asynchronous
exchanges of messages. Our method transforms formal descriptions written in Promela and test expressions written in
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) from sequence diagrams and
executes model checking for all of the expressions with the
descriptions. When an error occurs in an execution, it provides information in diagrams, enabling designers to remove
the faults and protect consistency.
We implemented and evaluated our method with two aspects. In the first aspect, we measured the amount of information and the time spent on our method’s execution. In the
second one, we applied our method to the diagrams used by
a product. The application generated ten pieces of information and evaluated their validity. According to interviews
with engineers, about 40% of the information is effective for
correcting the diagrams. Future work will apply our method
to various developments of diagrams and increase the number and the kinds of candidates.
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